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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
The President is responsible for overseeing and supervising the administration and effective
running of the Association. They chair all Executive committee meetings and are responsible for
Executive matters in the absence of the Executive. They are an ex-officio member of all clubs
and societies, a cheque signatory of the Association, co-ordinate the work of the Executive, act
as media liaison, and represent the needs and wants of the members to all external bodies.
INTRODUCTION

“Vive ut vivas1”
This report will cover my role as President of ASA from October 2006 to April 30 2007, followed
by the period mid-July to September 30, 2007 when my resignation was submitted to the ASEC.
I do feel tempted to title this ‘The Accidental Presidency’. In October of 2006 the only candidate
for the position in that year’s election withdrew her nomination due to personal circumstances.
It so happened that I had met with the then President, Josh Clark and, after checking the
constitution and my enrolment status I agreed to put myself forward. After the obligatory
period, I was confirmed into the position without having to undergo an election. As far as I am
aware, this has been the only instance of a President being appointed in this manner.
Given that Josh was campaigning for the Co-Presidency of NZUSA during this period, I took
more of a direct role than had been usual in the past. I was therefore very involved in the dayto-day functioning of the Association in the last two months of 2006 prior to the official start of
my term on 1 January 2007.
I went into hospital on 1 May 2007 to undergo a gastric bypass operation. Due to complications
I had to undergo two further surgeries. I remained in hospital until mid-June, and was not able
to return to work on a full-time basis until the end of July.

1

“One should live life to the fullest.”
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In early September, I interviewed for the position of Historian at the Royal New Zealand Navy
Museum and was offered the role immediately after my interview. I therefore submitted my
resignation effective 30 September 2007. I commenced there on 24 September but returned for
a few days to finish up some outstanding matters. This ended my four years of service to the
students of Massey Albany as part of ASA and concluded my seven years of study at the Albany
campus.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Meetings
We scheduled meetings for Tuesday evenings at 5pm and then moved to 6pm. Given the
demands, I tried to keep the meetings to an hour, but that was not always possible. We would
also have a meal, which I think is a very good thing to do if the Executive are giving up their
meal time to attend to matters pertaining to the Association. Given that I attended all meetings
up until I went off for surgery, they were conducted in an excellent manner in my absence. I
then returned in late July to attend meetings, as I was able, until my resignation.
Koha/Donation Policy
This was an area we, as an Executive, had been neglectful in. Consequently, I drafted and had
approved a clear and consistent policy in regards to expenditure in this area. I appreciated that
the Executive may feel that ASA does not need to donate close to $3000 of our member’s
levies. In my past experience, we have given some donations to women’s refuges but not a lot
of other groups. One is tempted to donate to clubs on campus but I think that could undermine
the work we are presently undertaking with the grants system and could result in the ASEC
being chased by clubs that missed out or received less than they asked for.
Mature Students
With the likely removal of the Mature Students’ position at the AGM, the work the role entailed
came under review as the Executive allocated tasks contained within the role description. One
of the significant areas was the mature students’ orientation. This was held in the form of a
seminar with presenters and then a Q & A session. It was very well attended and we got a lot
of positive feedback. At that event personal data was collected to form a coffee club but that
never eventuated though we still have the information. The Mature Students’ Representative,
Jane Gardiner put a lot of effort and budget into this year and we had a very, very successful
event. I would like to ensure that we continue that for 2008 and beyond. It is a way we can
show our mature students that they can get something out of ASA and has real value.
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I see a two-hour session held on the Friday or Saturday prior to the semester starting and then
a follow-up event during the first Wednesday of each semester.
I believe that it would be a prudent move to include the organisation of a mature students’
seminar as part of the Event Manager’s job description. This would include a seminar for
Orientation and one held during Winter Festival.
Postgraduate Students
Post-graduate students are an area that I feel that ASA does do poorly in; but then again the
University also treats its post-graduate students poorly and this is not limited by either campus
location or institution.
Three areas where I directed my efforts were in the improvement in the Post-graduate study
space in AT 1.28, and addressing access issues over the Christmas break.
Study space in the Atrium was becoming an issue; under-graduates were accessing the space
with their post-graduate friends and chasing out post-graduates trying to study. This was
against a background of limited study space for Humanities and Business post-graduates. ASA
agreed to jointly "police" AT 1.28 alongside the College of Humanities and Social Sciences
(CoHSS). I was amazed at what occurs after hours and at the weekends when I came in; when
we tried to police it, the students simply ignored our requests (e.g. they jammed the door open
with chairs making a nonsense of the card entry, they let anyone they knew in, they ignored
our requests for ID identification to confirm that they were post-graduates /or that they were
legitimate users of the room). If we are to ensure that the space is to be used appropriately,
then we need to put the notices back up about use, and, with the CoHSS’s help, make sure that
it is used exclusively for post-graduate.
Volunteer Policy
After the issues brought out at Orientation, where confusion reined over who was responsible
for the management of volunteers, I am glad to say that we now have a robust and cogent
policy for volunteers and events. This will ensure that in future, the ASA Executive knows where
they stand and communication problems will be avoided to the benefit of staff and Executive.
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COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Albany Academic Committee
Key points that I believe should be followed through by my successor included the following:
•

A review of the Academic Progress Regulations (Exclusions);

•

The need to ‘toughen-up’ on students during examination periods in order to remove the
likelihood for cheating;

•

A review of the procedure for the setting of examination papers to ensure that errors
within papers in minimised;

•

Move to ensure consistency between a paper title and content so as to remove any chance
for enrolling students to be mislead in respect to paper content;

•

Positive moves to improve the lot of post-graduate students by clearly identifying those
areas most concerning to them including study space, access privileges and resources.

Committee for Students’ with Disabilities
Due to scheduling clashes, I was not able to attend any meetings during my period of service. I
therefore kept in close touch with the Disability Co-ordinator directly throughout the year. This
was something easy for me to do as I was a disabled student on campus.
Marketing and Recruitment Committee
I attended a couple of meetings during my term. The main points raised by ASA were the fact
that right outside the campus were posters in the bus shelter promoting Otago University –
hardly a good look. Also, a despite a number of reminders, the Massey logo at Smales Farm in
Takapuna still remains the old rondel as opposed to the Massey crest.
It is clear that the university has had a confused and bi-polar approach to the marketing of the
campus. Our numbers have increased when we’ve been able to promote the campus directly
and fell off when emphasis has switched back to a general profile of Massey. Also to, to
assuage the hurt feelings of the Business school, departments cannot market themselves to
attract students. For example, the History department is rated very highly right across the
university in terms of its PBRF results.
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Recreation Centre Management Board
I made every effort to attend these meetings where possible during my service.
One major issue that arose was over the bid for the 2008 University Games. Without letting ASA
know in advance, University Sport New Zealand sent out documentation on bidding for the
games directly to Massey University staff. The first ASA was aware of it was at a meeting of the
Recreation Centre Management Board when the Administration staff stated that they were in
favour of Albany hosting the games – encouraged, I believe in part by the presence of the
USNZ President on our Board. I very quickly killed off any hope by refusing to pursue any
opportunity until other pressing issues for the campus were completed. In addition, USNZ
disingenuously stated the costs for hosting. They knew the real costs for the 2007 event yet
failed to mention that in their documentation. I did not appreciate the blindsiding or poor
management of the whole process and suggested that instead a feasibility review be
undertaken.
The other major area where I was successful was in the continued employment of the Clubs’
Development Officer – Adele Adamson. ASA agreed to endorse the extension of the fixed term
contract to the end of 9th December 2007 as advised. ASA welcomed the transition from a fixed
term contract and we have made budgetary provision to fund this position on the basis of a
50/50 split in partnership with Massey University for the foreseeable future as a permanent
position.
Early Childhood Management Committee
I attended a couple of the meetings during my term of service. The main issue with the
committee is that some of the members do not know how the University works and attempt to
gain support or finance for expansion without any preparation and appropriate documentation.
It is important that ASA maintains a watching brief on this part of the campus so that our
members can continue to have access to this service. Changes in legislation have meant more
pressure on the available places. The ASEC passed a motion to donate to the centre the sum of
$500.00 for the replacement of the shed on the site on the condition that we can place a sign
identifying the contribution by the membership.
REGIONAL MEETINGS
I was able to arrange during the year a number of meetings between the presidents of the four
main student associations in Auckland: ourselves, AuSM, AUSA, and USU. One of the best
meetings was held at a USU Orientation and I would recommend that my successor continues
to manage close ties with our sister associations.
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CONFERENCES
I attended two New Zealand Union of Students’ Association conferences in 2007:
NZUSA Conference, Wellington
Normally, NZUSA is supposed to have its January conference in January but for a change it was
held in February this year. The Men’s and Women’s Welfare Reps and our Education Rep had
already flown down to attend the Men’s and Tertiary Women’s Focus Group conferences that
preceded the main NZUSA conference when on Thursday, 8 February 2007 a group of Executive
left the campus in our van to trek to Wellington. We were very lucky to have the use of a
luggage trailer thanks to our Political Representative, Daniel Wilson, which meant that we were
not all crammed in the van. The first night in Wellington we hosted a dinner with our friends
from AuSM (AUT).
On Friday morning, the opening of the conference was treated to the sight of the ASA Executive
decked-out in our black polo shirts and ASA bags. There was grumbling from other associations
whose marketing budgets are larger than ASA’s that we were too well branded. Once the
opening was over, the Executive split-up and attended as many workshops as possible. I ended
up facilitating workshops on post-graduate and disability issues. In the breaks, we all networked
furiously with our fellow Executives from around the country. That night, we dined at an Indian
buffet which as another good chance to meet up with my fellow presidents.
Saturday involved more workshops and a chance for portfolio networking for the ASA Executive.
I sat in with my fellow post-graduates and talked over issues on funding, resources and
representation. This led to opportunities for ASA to lead a working group on post-graduate
matters that I hope will help our graduate community here at Albany. In the afternoon, while I
sat in on a speech by Moana Jackson and tried not to fall asleep, the Executive were let out and
visited Parliament. That night, there was the quiz night which was won by your president in
partnership with post-graduates from LUSA (Lincoln Uni.). There followed a night of celebration
which led to a late night for all.
On Sunday the real work began, as ASA voted on motions for the closing plenary. Our Social
Activities Representative, Rueben Verghese got a great motion on the docket on developing a
strategy for international students. We then had caucusing and the Vice-President, Brad Heap
and I attended the closing plenary. This was both frustrating and rewarding. We were annoyed
at some of the decision making processes over motions by other associations; a bit more
common sense would have been helpful. On Monday February 12, the Executive climbed into
the van and we trekked home again to Albany.
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NZUSA Conference, Palmerston North
This conference was primarily to strike the levy for the coming year and to approve the budget
for NZUSA. NZUSA held its third conference for the year at Turitea Campus, Massey University.
Myself, the Vice-President, Women’s’ Welfare Representative, Analiese Jackson, Pacific Island
Representative, Juliana Ah Dar, and our new Education Representative Rawa Karetai were the
ASA representatives.
Unlike previous conferences the powhiri went close to time. We then met for the opening
plenary and general gab-fest. During the morning, we were also treated to the comments from
Grant Robertson, Labour Candidate for Wellington Central. Apart from the usual Labour line, he
suggested that National would bring back interest on student loans and that bills were being
prepared for compulsory voluntary student membership. I have spoken to John Key, he stated
that National would be foolish in the extreme if they undertook this change of policy. As to the
second, I am not aware of any bills being drafted although there is a private member’s bill in
parliament waiting for selection. I get really annoyed with such scare tactics – it may work on
some uninformed associations, but not ASA.
We then had a series of workshops – I attended the one on institutional memory. It was very
useful and showed that ASA is doing a lot of what is necessary to keep the chain of knowledge
intact as Executives change each year.
The next morning we had a great presentation on the Tertiary Education Commission (TEC),
Investment Plan. This gave ASA, MUSA and MAWSA a chance to plan our response to Massey’s
draft plan due for release by year end. We then moved into workshops, and I attended the
Electoral Finance Bill – this helped with the submission I was working on due in September, as
we had a discussion on the 2008 election. NZUSA shall be running a significant campaign again
for 2008 focusing on students’ needs. Finally, we went to an election for co-presidents. Paul
Falloon was elected with an overwhelming majority. Sean Gillespie, President of MAWSA
(Massey Wellington), stood as well but was unsuccessful.
The other major focus was setting a budget for 2008. NZUSA has around 500,000 of students’
money to play with for 2008. The budget as finally agreed upon is running at a slight deficit due
to the expenses that will be incurred during an election year. Many hours were spent by yours
truly and other presidents trying to get the numbers to work. By the conclusion of the
conference we managed to get agreement on the budget through the efforts of ASA and other
associations.
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CAMPUS ISSUES
Car-parking
This perennial issue once again raised its head and ASA had to deal with an administration
looking to gain revenue from student parking. The reasons behind doing this relates in part to
the developing campus transport plan and the fact that Albany is rapidly running out of
available space to park buildings let alone cars. The administration has to carefully balance the
direct marketing benefit to attracting students to a campus where parking is free (as opposed
to Auckland or AUT) and implementing a system of parking charges to assist with the security
and administration. The current proposal is for a staggered system to be implemented in 2009
beginning with staff and flowing on to students. Considering the current declining population,
one would have thought throwing up more barriers to making the campus an attractive place to
visit wouldn’t get a moment’s consideration, sadly it appears that the administration’s mind is
set on this point, although the Association will continue to present the views of the membership
once the University sets out its plan.
Bar Squad
A proposal to continue with a volunteer ‘Bar Squad’ to assist with marketing and event
management for Evolution Bar was put forward discussed by the Executive at some length.
While there is evidence that such a volunteer system worked for our own bar, I believe it would
have limited viability at the proposed new facility that will be operated by private hands.
Campus Positioning
The University put a lot of effort into this during the year. It seemed as if they were trying to
make the three campuses into separate universities. It failed to appreciate that the bulk of the
effort needs to go to Albany and that the decision to take over the polytechnic in Wellington has
created a millstone for the university. At time of writing, Unitec has now opened a campus on
the North Shore threatening the catchment area of Massey Auckland directly. This should have
never been allowed to happen and it is disappointing that the university did not put effort into
ensuring that Unitec stayed in their area.
Investment Plan
The Investment Plan is a requirement for all tertiary institutions to provide this strategic
document outlining the specific outcomes it will seek to achieve over the next five years
operation. This document gathers together information about all the principal stakeholders and
seeks to identify specific areas for improvement. Naturally, the Massey University Students’
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Association Federation (MUSAF) were asked to provide feedback into this document and I
assisted in the review noting several changes that I hope will be implemented before the final
draft is accepted by Council.
Common Lunch period
I was troubled that the University in 2007 semesters scheduled lectures in the traditional
weekly free period. Three of my Executive were not able to attend our SGM and had to miss
class to attend the AGM. I hoped that this was an aberration and a deviation from policy that
the Administration has not approved. Sadly, it appears that the matter is a combination of a
lack of institutional knowledge; i.e. that ASA petitioned for this change originally with the
administration’s blessing, and also the increased number of lectures combined with the limited
teaching space has meant scheduling difficulties have arisen where the available time has been
reallocated to meet demand.
It reduced the ability of the Association and clubs to reach out to the membership during the
only time of the week during the teaching semester that students do not have classes. The
change in policy also has the apparently unintended consequence of restricting Student
Learning Services (a student funded service) from holding seminars of academic issues for our
membership during the same period.
It had been in the nature of a formal understanding between the administration and ASA that
the university would not schedule classes in this period and that, as far as I am aware, had
been the case up until 2007. We have not been advised formally of a policy change and will
request that this intrusion into the free period be eliminated from Semester One 2008.
I had a discussion with the DVC, he felt that this was an anomaly in terms of Time-tabling and
other universities do not have this type of arrangement (which was wrong of him to assume)
and that it is due to space pressure on the main campus but I did not feel that it is the case
and wonder how much space is free on Oteha Rohe campus for use. Furthermore, what other
universities do is irrelevant to Auckland campus. I pointed out that this intrusion means ASA,
clubs and SLS cannot reach out to members and students funding the SLS service.
I put a memorandum to the DVC but it did not go anywhere and I had resigned before I could
follow it up.
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CLUBS, SOCIETIES OR VESTED INTEREST GROUPS
Chinese Student Group
Given the numbers on Campus, I thought it prudent for the President to establish a relationship
with the Chinese student group on campus. This was achieved and I attended a function they
had during the first semester and gave a quick presentation on the ASA and what our function
was.
NZUSA Federation Executive (FEDEX)
AUSA Meeting
In August 2007, I attended a meeting as an appointed representative of the membership of
NZUSA with the Executive of the Auckland University Students’ Association (AUSA)
A letter was presented to the delegation stating commitment to NZUSA and moving to paying
the full Associate members levy in the short-medium term. In addition, AUSA was working in
the long-term to a “financial position that allows consideration of full membership” of NZUSA by
2010. AUSA advised in the letter that their present financial situation does not allow them to
move to full membership nor pay NZUSA the full associate member levy. They concluded by
stating that they were open to an arrangement that allowed them to progressively increase
their levy but added the rider that this was conditional upon their financial situation which
rather negated the intent of the statement. They commented here that there were unforeseen
setbacks that were presently detrimental to their current situation and that they did not take
procrastination lightly.
NZUSA Elections for 2007
I was very pleased to see that Analiese Jackson was successfully elected to the position of
NWRO for NZUSA. I’m glad that my encouragement was taken and she stood. I also am very
pleased that Paul Falloon from MUSA and Liz Barker from EXMSS stood and won for CoPresidents of NZUSA. We have in 2008 a ‘Massey Mafia’ running student politics at the national
level.
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FEDEX Portfolios
I think that it would be prudent to review this area with FEDEX. For instance, NZUSA allocates
$1,000 to International student and Post-graduate student conferences and did hold them. In
my view this funding should be diverted to support portfolios within FEDEX for those areas and
assist those who have a passion for these areas to set up effective networks via the internet
and through Executive representatives.
NZUSA Levies
The issue for ASA is that as a small campus, we have to take the levy as set and cannot get
much change. I wonder if we should have some provision for dropping them for 2009. I was
caught out like most when the A Levy was held at $4.70. A carefully run campaign amongst the
members of FEDEX prior to the September conference would be sensible.
SPECIAL PROJECTS
Ponda Holdings Bar Project
ASA was advised that Ponda Holdings Ltd (PHL) had entered into negotiations with the
University to construct a bar in the parking space underneath the Recreation Centre. I had
hoped that we could have kept Evolution open, but it was clear that Massey in its negotiations
with PHL had given an undertaking that the students’ bar would not remain open in
competition. I was also given to understand that the leadership of the university was very
insistent that there be only one outlet on the campus operating as a bar for students. This of
course ignored the fact that Massemo, the café in the Recreation Centre, had a liquor license
that they had not operated with since their opening.
We took the decision to close Evolution and the motion put forward to accept the offer on the
table was accepted by the membership. We used all communication channels to get the
message out there and I was surprised that the patrons of Evolution did not get a group
together to block the vote.
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Orientation 2007
I attended most of the events over the course of Orientation: the Comedy night, ‘Slippery when
Wet’, Concord Dawn, ‘Heatwave’, as well as most of the daytime events including volunteering
to be dunked in the dunking tank, helping to staff the BBQ and helping with the final packdown.
There were various things that I believe worked well over the course of the event: the
successful branding of the Association, our location and set-up, having a good event
management team, the mixture of performers and our ability to get out there and interact with
the students. There were also areas in which I believe we can continue to improve: Executive
professionalism, areas of communication between volunteers, staff and the University,
conflicting demands requiring me to be in meetings at the same time as wanting to be involved
in events, and the degree of preparation when it came to getting ASA’s message across. What
didn’t?
I was also Master of Ceremonies for a New Entrants Night just prior to Orientation. It was not
well attended but it was a good way for the President to promote the Association.
Chaplaincy Issue
Student Services sought approval to make Ricky Waters the co-ordinating Chaplain a full-time
position for two days a week. This is funded through the Student Services Levy (SSL). Both the
DVC and Regional Registrar agreed and gave their approval. It was then referred to the ViceChancellor (VC) for sign-off. The VC however, believed that the University should be secular
and there should not be a funded Chaplaincy service at Albany Campus. However, Albany
campus has had this service running very successfully for over five years. Ricky does a great
job and has provided an important service to Massey students and members of our Association.
In essence, the Administration asked ASA to employ the Chaplain. He will report to the Student
Services Manager and the Spiritual Advice Committee. Whilst the General Manager would have
nominal responsibility, the Student Services Manager would still have line management control.
The funding for this role plus the provision of an office and expenses for the Volunteer
Chaplains would still come from SSL and would be revenue neutral for ASA. This has the benefit
retaining a valuable service for the campus and keeping the VC happy plus it is a marker we
have with the administration on campus and is therefore both politically and fiscally defensible.
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Class Representation
The University reviewed its Class Representation system and requested input from the
Association. In response, the General Manager prepared a comprehensive report outlining all
the relevant information on this topic. I will only add here that this will prove to be a most
critical issue for ASA and our fellow students’ associations. The changes to TEC and the funding
model brought in for 2008 requires the universities to demonstrate quantifiable ‘student
engagement’ and has given us a valuable opportunity to improve the University’s feedback
systems through a better system of class representation.
Aquatic Centre

Massey threw its hat into the ring as a potential location for an aquatic centre complex that was
being considered by the North Shore City Council in the Albany basin. Massey was one of two
potential locations, the other being located nearby the Stadium at North Harbour. ASA was
supportive in principle to this development as it would complement stage two of the Recreation
Centre.
It was clear that the North Shore City Council was leaning towards giving the okay to the
Stadium at North Harbour. I attended a meeting of the Community Boards for Albany and East
Coast Bays with Massey personnel. Granting Massey this centre would recognise the
contribution that is made by the university to the Albany community and would also give the
campus another quality facility that will attract more students to study on the campus, assist
the Recreation Centre to meet its enrolment quota, and cement the relationship between the
campus and the greater community.

Study Space/Clubs’ Room relocation
This was an example of how ASA and the Administration can work together for the mutual
benefit of both parties. There was some student angst but once we explained the situation they
understood the rationale for our actions. I feel it was a very satisfactory outcome for all parties
concerned and again illustrative of the working relationship that the Association maintains with
the Administration of the campus.
In summary, we agreed to relocate the Clubs’ Space including Muslim Space to the old
Paleastra space in the Recreation Centre. This would allow the University to meet its own policy
requirements for study space as the Library had no overflow during peak study periods. In the
end, we got a better space, the Muslim Students got a nicer area that more easily catered to
their needs and the University could offer more study space. The down side was this came at
an additional and unbudgeted cost.
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MASSEY UNIVERSITY STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION FEDERATION (MUSAF)

The overarching framework for representation at Massey is the Federation of students’
associations: Massey University Students’ Association Federation or MUSAF. MUSAF is a
separate incorporated society and as such is required by law to meet the requirements laid
down in the Incorporated Societies Act 1908 – prepare and present a set of audited accounts
annually to the registrar of Incorporated Societies (part of the Companies Office) and elect its
members at an Annual General Meeting. All students’ associations at Massey are part of this
structure, but the administration for it has left a lot to be desired as there has been a lack of
responsibility for the vital administrative functions being performed which has led to it having to
be re-affiliated. I have worked to progress many of the issues I believe need to become routine
so that we, the student representatives, can get down to the business of representing our
student members and setting consistent policy for the benefit of all.
As such, I volunteered ASA to act as the administrator for MUSAF while we worked through a
number of procedural issues. I organised for an official seal for MUSAF – it is now held in the
archive box along with hard copies of material from 1998 to present day, although the
remainder of the work will need to be completed by my successor, I have confidence that the
federation is on a much firmer footing than in previous years.

New Vice-Chancellor Consultation
During the year, Massey began the search for a new VC to replace the outgoing Professor
Judith Kinnear. Discussions on this topic were brought up at Academic Board.
ASA’s position on the consultation was as follows:
1. Massey has a very wide provision of education, both in terms of range of discipline and
course offerings. With three campuses plus an extensive extramural programme, and
five academic colleges, there is a lot of tension for resourcing and profiling the
university. An incoming Vice-Chancellor will need to quickly pick up on this diversity and
be able to balance a wide range of needs.
2. Key opportunities lie in the current tertiary reforms being rolled out. There is a large
potential for Massey to grow its government funding with its unique capabilities in a
large number of small areas. The challenge will be to be bold in backing courses that
may not attract a large number of students or research income, but are unique to
Massey and therefore are able to be incorporated into the Investment Plan.
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3. An incoming Vice-Chancellor must recognise the university to be an educational
institution and not a business. A large part of this means getting to know and
understand the student body. I would very much like to see a new VC who is proactive
about engaging students in consultation processes directly. Also I believe it’s important
that the VC has a high profile with students, and that they would be prepared to walk
around campus and be seen at student activities from time to time. As a student
President, I have found it hard to build a relationship with the outgoing VC and this has
made getting students’ issues resolved at that level quite difficult, in comparison to the
good working relationships the student body has with many other levels of the
university.
4. Students are also acutely aware of the tension between staff and senior management,
including the VC. I would hope that an incoming VC would be able to repair
relationships with staff and support them in their roles, because disgruntled staff can
have a very negative effect on students, creates a poor educational and research
environment, and harms Massey’s reputation. Staff and students are the heart of any
university and must be respected as such.
5. The New Zealand tertiary sector is changing and we need a leader who understands
these changes. It is thoroughly important that Massey remains an educational researchdriven university and does not buckle to the pressures to become more business-like.
Students are not consumers and education is not a commodity. Massey can play a role
in enhancing the society in New Zealand through quality education and research.
STUDENT JOB SEARCH
SJS has continued on its way during 2007. I attended the meetings of the Management
committee where possible. ASA’s big issue was having a presence on campus. In 2007, SJS paid
for a full-time position on Albany campus until 31 March 2008 and then it would then revert to a
part-time position. The ASEC chose to continue the fulltime position for the rest of 2008. The
shortfall ASA would have to make up the shortfall on the basis that SJS pay the balance to end
of March 2008, then review the terms of reference of the service agreement. MU Administration
has advised that they could not help ASA financially but will help in any other way – provision
for office space allocated to SJS in the Atrium Building was continued to the benefit of our
members.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
I note here that because Brad Heap continued on into the Presidency after my resignation,
these issues hopefully remain on the agenda for the ASEC:
•

Get a MOU in place with the University to protect the 2-hour window on Wednesdays for
our members as per attached draft.

•

Keep a watching brief on the Carparking so that the Administration does not treat it as a
potential source of revenue.

•

Ponda Holdings Bar – at time of writing, the project has not even started so the 2008 ASEC
will have the obligation to follow this through.

•

Because of my experience with being away for a considerable period of time, the ASEC
should have a contingency plan in place to cover such eventualities.

•

Keep the pressure on with regard to representation under the present funding model so
that ASA get full class representation within the university system

•

I firmly believe that Massey needs to move to a restricted access model for enrolment as
Auckland University has done. ASA should be actively pushing this onto the University.

•

The Executive invest in a baggage trailer – it proved to be so useful at the Wellington
Conference.

•

As part of handover to the incoming President – have an outstanding projects report with
full details so that the incoming President can be fully briefed.

•

A Minimum Resource Agreement specific to each Massey Campus is established between
Massey and MUSAF.

•

Further action on the inconsistency of funding for graduate students in each College and
department.

•

Introduce a ‘Supervisor of the Year’ award similar to the current Lecturer of the Year.

•

Continue to push for Council to approve the Student Amenities Building development.

FINAL STATEMENT
Thanks:
To Nigel Green – Nigel is the heart and soul of ASA. I cannot imagine him not in the office. He
was as ever a pillar of strength and wise council. I regret leaving so suddenly.
To Brad Heap – I think I was especially blessed with Brad as a VP. He has proved to be one of
the best Executive leaders ASA has had over its existence. I was so glad he was elected in
2007.
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To my Executive – thank you for your support and hard work on behalf of the Association. I
was my privilege to lead you for part of the year.
To Andrea Davies – Madam Registrar is a great manager and the best support the ASA has,
even if we do not always agree.
The ASA staff was a blessing to me during the time I was there.
I wish to thank Te Waka for their support and to wish the whanau all the best for their time at
Albany. I can look back at my time on the ASA Executive and note that the MOU is a lasting
document that has worked for the benefit of both partners. I trust that your time on the
Kaimahi is both productive and fun. You have a great task ahead. I reemphasise that you must
let the members decide the membership of TMA. With that mandate, you can then deal with
TMA from a position of strength.
In all my years of service, I think that I have been able to leave the Association in better shape
and with some direction for the future. Despite the brief period that I served as President, I feel
that I was able to do so again. I was gratified to see that our Executive stimulated members to
actively campaign for positions on the Executive and for the Presidency and Vice-Presidency.
There was not a repeat of the situation of October 2006.
I am glad that I was able to serve when I could. My time at Massey was not wasted and the
relationships I had built up with the University assisted ASA in meeting its goals and objectives.
It is my earnest wish that the Association go from strength to strength and I left knowing that
the structure is in place to achieve that. ASA has a key place on campus and it can only be to
the betterment of the Association that we move over to the main campus.

Michael Wynd
President 2007
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GENERAL MANAGER'S REPORT
The General Manager’s area of responsibility extends to the management of the Association's
various services. He reports directly to the Executive Committee who set policy for him to
implement and provide direction through the setting of the annual budget. He oversees staff
appointments and ensures that the Association meets it financial, legal and statutory
requirements. He reports all this information back to the Executive Committee either through
the President or directly. He also co-ordinates all the administrative and clerical support systems
for all services and for the Executive Committee and devises and implements strategies to
improve service provision at Auckland.

INTRODUCTION
2007 was not an easy year for a variety of reasons. Foremost among these was the late
appointment and early resignation of Michael Wynd from the presidency. This led to a
significant increase in workload and responsibility for the Acting President, Brad Heap and I, as
well as issues of Executive morale and coordination. What it highlighted was the necessity to
ensure continuity from one set of elected representatives to the next through better advertising
of Executive elections and a higher profile by Executive in the campus community, which would
in turn encourage more candidates to stand for office.
On top of this, there were continuing financial issues revolving around the slow but steady
decline in international enrolments, which is set to continue into 2008. This placed pressure on
the budget at a time where we finally had almost a complete staff complement, so that while
the provision of service was in fact better than it had been in years, the amount of money to
dedicate to the development of the services was in decline. Not that the Association was
haemorrhaging money; far from it, but the final statement of equity indicated we were still
living beyond our means and this lead to a recommendation to increase the membership levy to
help offset this situation in 2008, while we looked at areas where we could reduce costs and
increase revenue streams.
Additionally, there were a lot of issues that involved ASA peripherally, but which I became
involved in as though I was sweeping up behind the University administration, which I believe
was also struggling in some areas due to a lack of personnel or experience. Just goes to show
that while ASA is small, sometimes the mouse can roar.
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•

Policy Matters

Various policy areas were dealt with or reviewed over the course of the year. Pre-eminent
among them were as follows:

Advertising Review and Rate Card
With the appointment of Melanie Jackson to the position as Assistant Campus Arts Coordinator
in 2006, a decision was taken in 2007 at the completion of this contract to retain Melanie’s
services, but to refocus her attention towards the issue of advertising and marketing of ASA.
The first area drew on her previous industry experience and allowed ASA to tighten its
processes and procedures in respect of advertising through a review of the various advertising
and sponsorship streams over the course of the annum with a view to the development of an
overarching rate card for the Association. Unfortunately, Melanie decided to leave before all this
work was completed, but the foundations she helped lay assisted me in the development of a
proposal for consideration by the University administration to adopt a set of advertising and
marketing guidelines for the entire campus community.
Massey does not have a set of guidelines if any external party wishes to advertise on site,
choosing instead to deal with each instance in an ad hoc manner. This has provided plenty of
confusion over the years, and so I was determined to ensure that this matter was put to bed
with a standardised policy applicable to Albany. Getting a single policy for the entire institution
is a much larger challenge and not generally appropriate to the success of our operation; we
just need consistency in how everything from on-campus solicitation to large-scale sponsorship
agreements are handled. This will hopefully lead to the development of bigger, better longerscale relationships between us and external advertisers and cement a variety of long-term
revenue streams for the organisation.
With the appointment of Massey University Advertising Manager, Scott Rees to the campus, I
am optimistic that this policy can be in place before the end of 2008.

Branding
Another area that fell to Melanie was the development of a consistent branding policy for ASA.
For years we have used a variety of symbols, logos, and brands to advertise information to our
members and the campus community with differing levels of success. This has come about
through need but, without the equivalent of a set of brand identity guidelines, we now have a
strange mixture of information which doesn’t necessarily leap out and announce that a service
provided to a member is from their students’ association.
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The need to differentiate ourselves from Massey is a continual issue, but one that should be
able to be reduced to a simple checklist. With the recent appointment of Claire Paterson, a 3rdyear Design School student, as our Satellite Technical Editor and Designer, we hope to be able
to work through a re-branding exercise which will see the Association’s image set for at least a
five-year period before having to review.

Volunteer Policy
Volunteers are the meat and potatoes of any students’ association, which are, at heart, basically
volunteer organisations anyway. We need constant assistance with many areas of the
association and as such have developed policy to support the persons who come in and help us.
We took steps to further refine the levels of accountability through the development of job
descriptions for many of the volunteer positions especially in the area of Orientation which
requires the most work and coordination. This in turn assists the event manager to keep track
of who is responsible for doing what and forms part of the planning phase for any event.

Event Management and 2IC Policy
Over the years, ASA has developed a ‘Calendar of Events’ in order to plan out and budget for
major events that occur regularly throughout the year. This serves to structure our events so
that we are responsible for ensuring that they are well-advertised, and arranged with plenty of
lead time to ensure success through active participation by the campus community.
The Event Management Policy identifies a major weakness of volunteer organisations and seeks
to chart a way through for persons who may be unfamiliar with putting on an event; namely
the identification of a chain of command that extends out from the designated ‘event manager’.
The policy came about due to direct conflict that arose between Association Staff and Executive
over demarcation of responsibility. Essentially, prior to the policy, a staff member was not in a
position to instruct members of the Executive to do something as technically, members of the
Executive committee occupy the highest tier in the organisation hierarchy. However the reality
was that trained staff were using Executive member as volunteers to assist during events,
allocating them specific responsibilities and as such expected them to be accountable for
performing those activities. In order to formalise this, policy was developed that establishes the
person who is acting ‘Event Manager’ as the person who is the top of the pyramid and to whom
all other persons would be considered accountable. The event manager did not necessarily have
to be a staff member or an Executive member; the point was “they were the person who was in
charge of ensuring that all actions that may be necessary are undertaken to ensure the success
of the event.”
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In addition, the policy also requires a ‘2IC’ or ‘Second-in-charge’ be appointed in order to assist
the event manager as well as to assume responsibility in their absence. This person has a role
description and an agreed checklist of responsibilities and works to support the event manager
in the completion of the job.

Carpooling and Albany Transport Plan
ASA has run a car-pooling scheme for three years. The scheme entails allowing students to
utilise particular sections of the East Precinct car-park providing they participate by opting to
share their car with at least one other person who is also registered for the scheme. Annually
around 300 persons take advantage of this and we continue to review this scheme and
persuade the University to integrate it into their Transport Plan.
The University Vice-Chancellor requested each campus to develop an integrated transportation
plan that outlines how they will each manage the mixture of car, bus, bicycle and pedestrian
traffic then seek to actively promote alternative transport options to the use of cars. Since the
Auckland Regional Transport Authority Northern Bus-way is scheduled to open early in 2008,
and because the capital development plan for the campus precludes an inexhaustible supply of
car-parks, it would seem that a well-developed and supported car-pooling scheme is an
essential ingredient in the mix.

Student Engagement and Class Representatives
Massey University reviews policy sometimes erratically, and ASA was contacted late in 2007
over its recommendations in respect of the University’s Class Representation policy. Class
Representatives are students who volunteer in class to act as a conduit for feedback
information concerning their course to the Association and University. The information may be
about academic content or delivery, it may be about administration and management, and it
may be about resources and support. Regardless, the information is intended to be reported
back through the students’ associations to the institution in order to redress any quality issues
so that they may be rectified in a timely fashion.
Unfortunately this policy was largely unsupported by the University. Not only had it not been
reviewed for some years beyond its noted review date, it failed to incorporate a multi-campus
perspective and would not meet the recent Tertiary Education Commission requirements for
adequate levels of student engagement. I undertook a close review of the policy and
formulated a series of recommendations and then attended a feedback meeting on behalf of
ASA convened by the University Registrar.
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While the meeting was productive to the extent that it initiated what appears to be an ongoing
process of defining and improving student engagement in all areas of contact across the
institution, there is still passive resistance from the University administration to implement
changes that ‘they’ do not view as appropriate or worthy. At time of writing, the Association is
still responsible for advertising, training, funding and supporting class representatives and still
meets resistance from members of the University staff when this is a critical part of the
institution’s own checks, balances and feedback cycle. It seems this situation will take a very
long time to inculcate into the University mentality.

Electronic Voting
Voting in the student elections has been in decline and in order to arrest this trend, we
investigated the possibility of moving to an electronic voting system. This required a series of
constitutional and procedural amendments in order to accommodate the idiosyncrasies of a
web-based system. The other major hurdle was cost, our counterparts at Otago University had
been using electronic voting for a couple of years and had even suggested they would be
prepared to license the software to other associations for their use, however the cost was
prohibitive. I investigated various alternatives including holding a series of meetings with a web
company recommended through the New Zealand Union of Students’ Associations, and
although I found the presentation was attractive, the element of cost was still an issue.
The Vice-President, Brad Heap is also a computer science major and assisted by providing his
time and energy to write a program that allowed our last by-election to be run entirely through
the ASA website. With sufficient refinements, it is hoped that the 2008 General Executive
Elections can be programmed and run completely through the web with only the occasional
special vote having to be cast through the Association’s Information Office; this will significantly
reduce the cost and administration for the event and allow us to concentrate on better
advertising and encouraging students to stand for the various positions.
•

Legal Matters

Unsolicited Electronic Message Act 2007
The increase in unsolicited messages or ‘spam’ arriving in everyone’s email inboxes has been of
international concern and New Zealand is one of the first countries to take a legislative stand in
relation to this problem by passing the ‘Unsolicited Electronic Message Act.’ However, as ASA
uses a bulk email program that allows us to deliver the equivalent of an electronic newsletter to
all students who provide their email to the University at enrolment, this created two issues.
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The first was ensuring that we were not perceived as spamming people with content that they
were not interested in receiving; the other was removing any advertising content from the
messages which was frustrating because the intellectual property represented by the student
database was something that I hoped we would be able to realise through contracts with
external advertisers.
While it was easy enough to achieve the latter, the former required a recommendation to the
Director of National Student Affairs, Dr Pat Sandbrook, for a revision to the University’s
enrolment form so that students could opt out of having their emails passed on to the
Association for this purpose.
Universities are exempt from the Act and can use whatever means they consider appropriate in
order to communicate with their students. Unfortunately, ASA is not so lucky but it is arguably
in the Association’s best interests not to attract unwelcome attention by sending messages to
people who do not want to receive them, so a system for recording the emails of those persons
who wish to be removed from the list is retained and we can avoid annoying those members
who do not want to read them.
With the implementation of the recommended amendment to the enrolment form, the
proportion of persons who have to write back to opt out of the system is hoped to reduce
considerably in future periods.

The Ferguson Bar Service Agreement
With the University completing its negotiations with its preferred tender for the development of
a permanent Bar/ bistro under the Recreation Centre on the East Precinct, ASA found itself in a
position where our event programme was at risk through a lack of a venue that we would have
the similar level of control over as we did with Evolution Bar. This was of particular concern as
there would be no requirement for an external contractor to accommodate the Association so
we would be in a position where not only would we lose the revenue stream represented by the
bar, we would also struggle with the management of our various events.
Thankfully, the University was relatively sympathetic to this situation and as such required the
contractor, the Ferguson Bar Ltd (FBL) to negotiate an access agreement with ASA as part of
the requirements for completion of their lease and service agreement.
One major loggerhead was the issue of an alternative revenue stream and it was gratifying that
the Deputy Vice-Chancellor Professor John Raine was receptive to a situation where the lease
revenue received from FBL was redirected into a project account that would benefit the
development of the eventual Student Centre Building at Albany.
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This freed the way for ASA to negotiate with FBL for access rights for our Event Calendar. This
process began with meetings in 2007 and is anticipated to continue into 2008.

Variation of Resource Consent for Evolution Bar
Due to a decision by the North Shore City Council (NSCC) in respect of the Resource
Management Act taking precedence over the Sale of Liquor Act as it applied to the District Plan,
ASA was prevented from applications for Bar Special Licences to alter the conditions of our Club
License to apply for extensions to our hours of operation over and beyond our normal 12 noon
to 12 midnight, Monday to Saturday licence without applying for a variation on the original
resource consent for the site.
This significantly affected events run particularly over our Orientation Week and Winter Festival
and so the decision was taken to pursue a change through an application to vary the resource
consent on a limited basis to allow for up to 15 days worth of events that would run to 2 a.m.
This meant a formal application had to be made to the NSCC which I wrote with the assistance
of my brother who is a Regional Planner, but which still cost around $2,000 in application fees
to the NSCC for what amounted to the sentence written above, but which required a hearing
and determination, the assistance of an external planner who evaluated our case and around 8
months worth of pursuing the Council. At the end of which, we returned more or less to the
status quo where we still write and pay for a special license variation in hours for the 15 days
on an event-by-event basis but at least we have this facility – at least up until the new bar
facility opens and the University requires us to shut Evolution Bar’s doors for the last time at
some stage in 2008.

Student Job Search Service Agreement
Late in 2007, SJS indicated to us that they would not be continuing to provide a fully-staffed
contact office in the Atrium Building on campus due to budget restrictions. This was after they
had increased their levies from 2006 and indicated that they would be changing their funding
system even further and costing even more in 2008. As can be imagined, this news went over
like a lead balloon and I contacted the SJS Acting Chief Executive Office, Martin Chamberlain,
for a meeting to discuss this situation.
The suggestion became that ASA would seek to enter a provision of service agreement with SJS
that outlined the specific rights and responsibilities of each party as well as any financial
consideration in the form of levies by ASA to SJS and marketing spend by SJS to ASA, as well as
a further contribution by ASA towards the staffing costs for the contact office while at the same
time requiring SJS to provide monthly reports on enrolments. This arrangement would then be
reviewed at the conclusion of SJS’s normal financial year in March with a view to potentially
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extending the arrangement into the remainder of 2008 and beginning of 2009. At time of
writing, the service continues to be erratically staffed, which has prompted the ire of several
students and the potential for a review of ASA’s continued involvement. However, overall
enrolments appear to be steady, and we have deferred signing the service agreement at this
time, choosing instead to monitor the efficacy of the contact office and enter instead into a
marketing service agreement over SJS branding and support.
•

Financial and Budget Matters

Statement of Financial Position:
Total Assets decreased from $280, 468 to $230,999 between 2006 and 2007 represented
mainly by Bank indicating that the cash component required for operating expenditure was
certainly higher between the two years and suggesting that further strain may be placed on
areas such as cash-flow at the beginning of 2008. Liabilities such as the level of Accounts
Payable related to debtors associated with the purchase mainly of bus tickets, while our sister
association, Te Waka o Nga Akonga Maori Inc.’s funds were not as well utilised by the roopu in
2007. There were small decreases in Property, Plant and Equipment; due in part to changes in
the depreciation rates on things like computer equipment and we also prepaid some expenses
associated with the 2008 Orientation and University Games in advance.

Bar:
Overall performance for the bar dipped from 2006, due in part to a higher cost of goods sold,
and the higher overall expenses associated ironically with having the bar open more often and
employing a full-time manager to manage the operation. Equipment was hired as part of oncampus promotions for events. Liquor permit costs absorbed the application fee associated with
the application for Resource Consent and other services and costs increased including the
excise tax on liquor and the SKY TV fees.

Statement of Financial Performance:
Besides a reduction in bar profitability, there were decreases in Sundry Income attributable to
less interest generated through fixed term investments and a reduction in areas such as the net
income from the sale of phone cards, and bus tickets. While membership levies in the form of
student fees increased leading to an overall increase or Gross Surplus of just over $18,000,
expenses still outstripped income by around the same rate as in 2006 leading to an Operating
Deficit after tax of $75,241.
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The major expense factors included the cost of a full-time Advocacy Coordinator position, an
increase in audit fees, the cost of the Clubs’ Development Officer, more on campus events and
activities, shifting the student newspaper to a different print format, higher levies for affiliated
organisations and a higher wage and salaries component.

Statement of Movements of Equity:
The combination of higher expenses served to further reduce the equity at the start of the
period from $208,565 to $133,324 – a slight reduction in the rate from 2006 but which still
indicates that the mix of income over expenditure will need to be redressed over the next 12 to
24 months.
•

Services

Infrastructure:
ASA spent around $23,000 on capital assets including Easi-up marquees, sound equipment,
Campus Arts Office walls, and a large triangular advertising sign. Some of these items were as
replacements for previous equipment which was inappropriate to our long-term needs; others
were as long-term assets to avoid continuing hire costs such as the marquees.

Advocacy Coordinator:
This was the first full year with an Advocacy Coordinator and therefore we were sailing through
uncharted and unbudgeted waters. While we assumed that certain activities were going to
require a certain level of resources, we were largely unsure as to the correct mix or allocation
or the level of use or need. What we did find was that with Penny Lyall working in this area, we
finally began to have a significant impact on the level of support that we could provide students
who were involved in academic grievances, had a much better organised and coordinated class
representation system and were able to develop important community networks that would
otherwise not have occurred. The Lecturer of the Year award has become a much looked
forward to event by the University staff and the University academic administration have
developed a grudging respect for Penny’s efforts to navigate the somewhat tortuous grievance
process to the extent that some are even waking up to the fact that the Association doesn’t
cause the problems we investigate, but are in fact part of the solution.
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Ball:
This year’s theme was ‘Oriental Obsession’ and the event was relatively well attended and
certainly well-organised by our Campus Arts Coordinator, Bronwyn Porter assisted by the Ball
Committee. Cost is becoming something of an issue and this year we decided to utilise a facility
where we could provide the bar, keep the price of liquor down and use the service of the
Association Bar Manager, Sikander Gore to run it. While this worked relatively well and assisted
in off-setting the cost of the function, in 2008 we will try to bring the function onto the campus
for the first time to evaluate the level of support by the members.

Bar:
As noted above, we applied and were eventually granted a variation in the resource consent
that allowed the bar to go back to opening up to 15 times per year to extended hours. This
took so long, however, that it meant that up until around October, when we were virtually
closed, we were limited in terms of how long we could be open for our bar programme events.
This restricted the actual hours of profitability which was in turn evident by a down-turn in
patronage and profit.
With the proposed Ferguson Bar Ltd opening in 2008, the difficulty the bar faces will be
knowing how many function to promote over the course of the year and without a level of
certainty it will not be surprising that this again affects the bar’s overall profitability.

Campus Arts and Entertainment:
Bronwyn Porter, ably assisted by Melanie Jackson, together provided an excellent Orientation
with an increased level of sponsorship income and a higher level of organisation that in
previous years. To reverse the previous year’s over-expenditure was particularly gratifying, but
the students were the final court of popular opinion and were extremely pleased with the mix of
events and activities. In addition, a greater level of communication with the University,
particularly the Orientation Retention Coordinator, Jo Wilkins and the Community Relations and
Event Management (CREM) team meant that the campus community benefited from a higher
level of better coordinated, advertised and managed.
On campus events were a bit of a mixture though with the majority of the Wednesday
lunchtime events being used to advertise Evolution Bar with the assistance of the Bar Manager
as well as the Social Activities Representative, Reuben Verghese. This was a little too haphazard
and scattergun an approach which saw more money than probably necessary expended on
things without seeing a sizeable return in either bar patronage or student participation and will
need to be re-evaluated next year.
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Clubs’ Development Officer:
Space remains the most sought-after and valuable resource on the campus and due in part to
guidelines in terms of available study space as set by the Tertiary Education Facilities
Management Association (TEFMA), it became necessary to seek additional study space outside
the Library. Consequently, ASA was approached by the Regional Facilities Management (RFM)
Manager, Chris Lambert to relocate Clubs’ Space and Muslim Prayer Space to the vacant
Palaestra space in the Recreation Centre in October/ November 2006. In 2007, we worked
alongside RFM to ensure that the Muslim Prayer Space was incorporated into the facility and I
met with a delegation of Muslim students and brokered a further meeting with the University
administration so that their particular needs could be addressed.
Our Clubs’ Development Officer, Adele Adamson inherited the responsibility for this space and
unfortunately next to no budget as ASA picked up an increase in terms of cleaning and utility
charges upon being shifted to the new area. However, the long-term use of this (much
improved space) remains in doubt as there are murmurings in terms of retrofitting it and
moving the Health and Counselling centre across from the Oteha Rohe precinct, but this will be
in turn dependent on the priority with which the University assigns to the building of the
Student Centre Building.

New Zealand University Games – Christchurch:
With the University withdrawing funding from the University Games team, it was only through a
successful application to the Student Life Grant that ensured that the uniforms for the Games
competitors would be covered from a budget already stretched through sending a contingent to
Christchurch.
The sheer cost of getting an individual to competition in the South Island is around $500 each,
largely out of the back pocket of the individual who competes and subsidised where possible
through a mixture of budget and community grants. Adele did exceptionally well to reduce the
budget from 2006 and it was a welcome relief that the competition in 2008 will be hosted in
Rotorua which should mean we can send a larger team and regain the Small Campus Trophy
that we lost to Lincoln mainly through small team size.

Satellite:
Dan Markham took the reins as Editor in March and utilised his experience in community
newspapers to place the paper on a stable footing.
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Dan Trevarthen continued to provide support as our Technical Editor up until August, when he
left to pursue his other interests in film and music. At this point, I decided to approach our own
Creative Design School in Albany and attract a 3rd year design student to act as our Designer.
Clair Paterson was selected for this and easily slipped into the role bringing her own unique
style to a range of projects including the newspaper, student diary and the 2008 Orientation.

Staff:
As noted above, we fare welled Dan Trevarthen, but welcomed Claire to our team, while
Melanie took on a new set of responsibilities. Unfortunately this led to some conflict over chain
of command relating to out-of-date job descriptions and led to a necessary review of roles and
descriptions throughout the Association. We were able to provide more space for our Campus
Arts Team, although with the lease for Building 96 coming up for renewal at the end of 2008,
this may only be a temporary solution.

Student Centre Development:
With a declining roll and the posting of a significant deficit, all capital expenditure was halted
across all three campuses as part of a recommendation by John Griffiths, the General Manager,
Strategy and Finance. This meant that stage two of the Library complex particularly was
affected and the Student Centre Building was resigned to limbo with the University
administration unable to give any indication of either the build priority or when work would
continue. On one level this was frustrating if pragmatic, on the other, work continued to
complete as much of the project as reasonably possible while it was ‘parked’.
•

Final thanks

As always, I would like to thank my staff and the many volunteers without whose hard work
and dedication the Albany Students’ Association could not reasonably function or perform to the
level that it does. Shauna, Bronwyn, Melanie, Phil, Dan Trevarthen, Dan Markham, Sikander,
Claire, Penny and Adele; all take a bow, it has been a delight and a challenge working with and
supporting you.
Nigel Green
General Manager
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VICE-PRESIDENT REPORT
The Vice-President is responsible for ensuring that the Student Executive remain informed,
keep to budget, go to meetings, update and develop policy that is representative of the needs
and wants of the Albany students. They organise all the General Meetings and Elections,
present the budget to the students for ratification and advise on Constitutional matters as they
arise. This information collection and dissemination role is crucial to the effective and efficient
working of the Student Executive.

INTRODUCTION
As the Vice-President, this report seeks to cover my activities during 2007. At the beginning of
the year I set myself a number of goals which were laid out in my portfolio plan. In this report I
will review my progress on each of these goals and detail my involvement with the ASA during
2007.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
During semester time, Executive Meetings were generally held weekly. I attended every
Executive Committee meeting held this year. At the Executive Committee meetings I either
chaired or took minutes for the meeting. I also spoke and took minutes for all of the General
Meetings.
The introduction of General Executive Committee Members giving monthly reports to the
Executive Committee has been a great success. Not only do I believe that it has kept the
Executive Committee more accountable, it has also ensured that other Executive Members are
briefed about what is going on in other areas of the Executive.
I believe that all of the Executive have been fully involved in the Executive Committee Meetings.
This is good because it ensures that differing points of view are heard and good debate had.
For the majority of the time, members of the Executive Committee have acted in a professional
manner which is desirable and really lifts the professional look of the Association as a whole.
One of the failings of this year's Executive Committee has been the resignation of six members
during the course of the year. Four of the resignations were through no fault of the ASA, and
due instead to changes in the personal circumstances of the Executive Committee members
concerned. The other two resignations were caused by the concerned Executive Committee
members using the ASA as a vehicle to promote their own personal agenda rather then working
for the greater good of the Association as a whole.
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I believe that the issue of people pushing their own personal agenda can be resolved by the
Association being more accountable and this would encourage more people to stand for election
and those with their own personal agenda would be forced to either drop them or leave.
With regards to General Meetings, our March Special General Meeting had over 80 people in
attendance and worked well. However, for the remaining General Meetings, we struggled to get
quorum. At the July Special General Meeting we barely made it over the required 50 persons,
and the Annual General Meeting just fell short with 47 persons. I believe that we need to find a
way to make General Meetings more attractive to students in order to improve attendance.
COMMITTEE MEETINGS
This is the second year that I sat on the Spiritual Advisory Committee. The Spiritual Advisory
Committee has only met a few times this year; however the issues that it has discussed have
been of large importance to the University community. I believe that I represented both the
ASA and students well at the meetings, especially around the issue of Muslim Prayer Space on
campus.
Due to the absence and then resignation of the President, I sat at various times on a number of
other committees, including: Recreation Centre Management Board, Albany Academic and
Research Advisory Committee, Graduate Students' Advisory Committee, Student Job Search
Regional Committee, Studylink Regional Forum, Academic Board, NZUSA Federation Executive,
and University Sport New Zealand. I believe that I contributed well to these committees and will
sit on them again as President in the New Year.
As part of my role as Vice-President, I was responsible for ensuring that other Executive
Committee Members attend University committee meetings. For some committees this has
worked well, and for others it has had some issues. There are three main areas of issue; the
first is communication with the chairs of committees. I have to communicate directly with the
Committees Secretary in the DVC's office and then this information is passed on to the
committee chairs. The issue I have faced is that from some committees we are not receiving
notification of meetings or agendas, and sometimes we are receiving them with less than
twenty-four hours notice. This is not good enough on the University side of the fence. The
second issue is that some of the committees have changed their structure and terms of
reference and we have not received updated copies of these. A third issue is Executive
attendance and reporting back from committees. I have found it extremely frustrating when
members of the Executive fail to attend a committee meeting because this casts ASA in a bad
light in the University's eyes.
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This also extends to when members of the Executive fail to report back to an Executive
Committee meeting in regards to a committee meeting, as I believe that this is not being
accountable.
CONFERENCES
I attended all three NZUSA conferences held this year:
NZUSA January Conference
I began organisation for January Conference in December 2006. Both flights and
accommodation were booked early to get the best possible deal. When NZUSA changed the
dates of conference in mid-January this became a serious issue. We had to change our
accommodation provider and move all our flights; this also resulted in the cancellation of our
Executive Committee team building day.
In all we took nine Executive Members to January Conference. I believe that the ASA was very
well-represented at this conference and there was great involvement of our Executive. There
was some contention over workshop allocation and in future it would be wise to better explain
prior to conference how workshop allocation works.
NZUSA June Conference
Four Executive Members attended the June Conference held at Lincoln University. Analiese
Jackson, ASA Women's Welfare Representative, and I were the chief delegates for this
conference. Despite only having a few people there, I believe that the ASA represented the
students of Albany well; especially in the closing plenary where some members of other
association's Executive were pushing personal agenda and the ASA maintained that it would
only represent our students and not our own personal points of view.
NZUSA August Conference
The August NZUSA Conference was held at Massey University, Palmerston North. I ended up
attending this conference at the last minute because of complications in transport surrounding
the resignation of the Political Representative. The ASA faced some serious issues surrounding
this conference, some of our own doing and some of just random luck. Accommodation was a
major issue. Upon arrival, our initial accommodation provider was not appropriate and we
ended up having to change accommodation providers at the last minute, this added to the cost
of the conference.
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The second major issue that we faced at conference was that of the President speaking and
voting without a mandate. I believe that if the Executive Committee has chosen to vote on
motions in a certain fashion that unless there are serious changes to those motions that you
vote in line with how the Executive have directed the chief delegates and you never voice your
own personal opinion; you always speak for the Association.
NZUSA President's Training
After my successful election as President of ASA for 2008, I attended President's Training during
November which was held in Wellington. President's Training was a great opportunity for me to
meet other President's from across the country and also network with some of the major power
brokers within the tertiary sector. It also provided me an opportunity to learn more about the
workings of NZUSA and USNZ.
ASSOCIATION POLICY
I was not as productive on policy matters during 2007 as I was during my time with ASA in
2006. This is because my time was devoted to other matters. However, I still made some
contributions and changes to policy throughout the year.
Executive Code of Conduct
The Executive Code of Conduct was written by ASA General Manager, Nigel Green late last
year. Both the President and I made some minor additions and this was passed into policy at
the first Executive Meeting for this year.
Student Executive Policy
I began writing this policy during Semester Two 2006. This is the most important policy that I
have written as it falls in line with the constitutional changes that we made last year towards
the restructuring of the Executive Committee. At the start of this year, the draft of this policy
was expanded slightly by the President and passed into policy at the second Executive
Committee meeting.
Constitution and Standing Orders
I found a few inconsistencies between the Standing Orders and the Constitution during the
course of the year and the Standing Orders were amended on multiple occasions to bring them
back in line with the Constitution
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Honoraria Policy
The Honoraria Policy was developed after issues were raised surrounding the payment of
honoraria to Executive Committee members. The policy was written by myself, and then added
to by the President, General Manager and other members of the Executive Committee before
being finally proofed by the Association's lawyers and being passed by at an Executive
Committee Meeting.
Agenda Policy
For a number of years the ASA has had guidelines for putting items on an Executive Committee
meeting agenda; however these guidelines have never formed strict policy. After an issue
surrounding inappropriate and late agenda items I turned the guidelines into strict policy to help
resolve issues in the future.
Volunteers’ Policy
Due to some issues with volunteers surrounding Orientation both I and the President, reviewed
the current Volunteers Policy. We have found a number of potential issues with the current
policy and have planned some changes to it. However, due to the President being absent and
the low priority of this matter, no further progress has been made and the matter is intended to
be revisited in 2008.
Events Policy
During the year, some issues arose surrounding the management of events. The General
Manager and I have been working on an Events Policy. The policy will outline the lines of
responsibility and reporting surrounding events. The policy is still in development and we are
hoping to have it in place before Orientation 2008.
Reporting Policy
The Association's Reporting Policy has been a background issue for a number of years. It was a
recommendation that had been suggested to me by the previous Vice-President. I fully support
the idea, however during this year I have not had time to work on it and I will leave it as a
recommendation to the next Vice-President.
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GENERAL EXECUTIVE MATTERS
This year the Executive has dealt with a large number of general issues. I believe that some of
these issues have really tested the strength of the Executive Committee and the Association as
a whole.
Illness and Resignation of the President
The absence and subsequent resignation of the President, Michael Wynd, severely limited the
ASA in 2007. I had to devote a lot more time to the day-to-day running of the Association and
this meant we missed numerous committee meetings and other important areas of
representation for the association.
Executive Branding and Marketing
Marketing of the Executive was an issue in 2007. I believe that making the distinction between
the ‘Executive’ and the rest of the Association is extremely important, so that people know who
to contact over issues. Also, having a highly-visible and distinguishable Executive will, I believe,
lifted the profile of the Executive committee and hopefully attracted more people to stand for
election.
For the second year, the members of the Executive Committee have received personalised
Executive Committee t-shirts primarily for use at Conferences and Orientation. I believe that
these t-shirts really help lift the profile of the Association and make the Executive Committee
highly-identifiable. I do believe that it needs to be better explained to Executive Members that
these t-shirts are not an automatic right and in particular those people who are elected in ByElections post-Orientation are not automatically entitled to them because of the sheer cost in
ordering a small numbers of garments. Second to this I also believe that we should use a local
company for the manufacturing of the t-shirts as dealing with a company outside of Auckland
may result in cheaper prices, but the hassle is not worth it.
Budget Issues
The previous 12 months has seen the Association experience a serious budget crunch. This was
caused by a number of factors in particular a downturn in enrolments and a budget blow-out in
2006. As a result of this, the General Manager and I have had to keep a careful eye of the
financial situation of the Association over this year and I am pleased that we are tracking well
under budget in many areas of the Association.
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Executive Elections
Because I sought re-election to the Executive Committee, my involvement in the running of the
general elections for ASA was limited. Before nominations opened, I was responsible for getting
all the printed material updated and ready for this year. I also created the voting software that
was used for the elections.
In Semester One, due to the resignation of three Executive Members, we had to hold three ByElections. The first election for International Cultural Representative went well. The By-Election
for Mature Students' Representative did not go as smoothly; despite having the nominations
open for most of the semester we did not receive a single nomination. In early Semester Two
we held a successful by-election for the position of Education Representative.
Executive Training and Team Building
As noted in other areas of this report, a lack of team building has contributed to tension on the
Executive Committee in 2007. I believe that this stemmed from late 2006 with training that was
simply not relevant enough to the Executive and a lack of strong leadership from the President.
Training for the incoming 2008 Executive has gone well with the mistakes of the previous years
training being avoided and a good buy-in from both old and new Executive Committee
members.
Bar Services on Campus
The issue of the provision of bar services on campus has been a major issue facing the
Association all year. While much of the key discussion is of course Part Two, I do believe that
the resolution that we have come to with the closure of the Association's bar and the opening
of an independent professional service on campus is the in the best interests of students.
Negotiations and work will continue into 2008 on the opening of the new bar facility.
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EXECUTIVE EVENTS AND SPECIAL PROJECTS
This year, the Executive Committee has worked off the fixed events calendar that was put into
place by the 2006 Executive Committee. I do not believe that events this year have been as
successful as they were in 2006. I believe that the key reason for this is a lack of cooperation
and buy-in from other Executive Committee members and this has left people trying to fly solo
when they are trying to organise events and in some cases this had led to failure or a severe
decrease in the quality of events.
Orientation
This year's Orientation festival was one of the best ever seen at Massey. We had more people
involved then ever before and the event was a great success. For the majority of the time the
Executive committee worked well and really advertised themselves to the general student body.
There was really only one serious area for improvement and that was in ‘set-up and packdown’. The Executive needs to realise that there is more to an event then just turning up during
it.
International Women's Day
I was quite involved in the organisation of this event; I worked closely with Analiese Jackson,
ASA Women's Welfare Representative in the planning and organisation of the day. I also
attended most of the day except for a brief period where I had to attend class.
$9 Billion Student Debt Day
My involvement in $9 Billion Student Debt Day began at January Conference. I attended the
workshop that did the initial planning for the day. Although when the day came around the
plans had substantially changed, I remained involved. Daniel Wilson, ASA Political
Representative and Rachel Morris, ASA Education Representative, did a fantastic job in
organising and promoting the event. Despite the wet weather we had a good Executive turnout,
and good student turnout, and good coverage in the media.
Cultural Festival
I was not able to attend the Cultural Day due to a clash with the Graduate Careers Fair held at
Auckland University. However, I was involved in the initial organisation of the day. I worked
with the International Office to ensure that we got a spot for the day and also ensured that the
Executive knew of the event.
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Environmental Awareness Week
Environmental Awareness Week was an idea suggested by the 2006 Environmental
Representative. Despite being on the events calendar this event did not happen. I believe that
there are a number of reasons for why this event failed to occur. The first was the lack of
reporting by the Environmental Representative to the Executive Committee with regards to the
running of the event. The second was the lack of buy-in and support from the rest of the
Executive committee over the events. Finally the size of the event, trying to start an event that
is meant to run for three days from scratch is very difficult and in future it should be restricted
to one day.
Winter Festival
Like Orientation, Winter Festival was a great success. However it suffered from the same issues
that Orientation did with Executive Committee members either not performing their expected
duties or not knowing their role and the expectations of them.
Men's Festival
This is the second year that the ASA ran Men's Festival. I was involved in the running of the
day. While the event was a success I believe that it could have been a whole lot better if it had
been planned a lot earlier. Most of the organisation was done the day before the event and this
lead to some minor issues. I believe that it was by shear luck that the lack of organisation did
not result in a lot more serious issues.
Women's Festival
Because of the timing surrounding Women's Festival (leading to a clash with election
campaigning) I was not able to help out as much as I had hoped. Like Men's Festival, Women's
Festival was not as much of a success as it had been in previous years because of a lack of
organisation. I believe that these organisational issues will be resolved with the development of
the Events Policy and related guidelines.
Oriental Obsession Ball
For the second year in a row I attended the Annual Ball. I believe that the ball was a great
success and it was great to see so many of the Executive in attendance and encouraging their
friends to also attend.
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Open Day
Open Day was not as much of a success as it had been in the past for a number of reasons.
Our biggest issue was our location. The University had unintentionally located us away from the
majority of the general public and this meant that we did not see as many people as we would
have hoped for. Also the wet weather hindered our outside activities.
Lecturer of the Year
2007 was the third year that the ASA has run Lecturer of the Year. The event was a huge
success with a large number of lecturers being nominated and a large number of lecturers
turning up for the luncheon that was provided. I assisted the event in presenting certificates to
all the nominated staff members.
CLUBS, SOCIEITES & SPECIAL VESTED INTEREST GROUPS
This year I have had less involvement in Clubs than in the past two years; this was due to the
increased commitment that my role as Vice-President required. I still see my involvement in
clubs and other groups as my firm core and foundations for my involvement within the ASA.
Student Life
This is the third year that I have been a member of the Student Life club. Although, due to my
ASA Executive commitments, I have been involved with them less than my previous two years,
I am still proud to be a member and support them where I can. I have attended a number of
social events that the Student Life club has held throughout year. On campus Student Life has
not been as active as they have in the past, this is because for 2007 their staff member who
would normally been full time on the Albany Campus had to also act as Regional Director for
the organisation and this hindered his ability to be on campus and keep the club active.
Class Representatives
This is the second year that I have been involved with Class Representatives. It has been really
good to see this programme develop and grow from the experimental vision that we had at the
start of Semester Two 2006. I was again involved in the Class Representative training this year,
firstly helping ASA Advocacy Coordinator, Penny Lyall, in the organisation of the day, and then
secondly speaking on behalf of the ASA, in lieu of Michael Wynd, ASA President (who was
attending a meeting).
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It has also been a interesting experience being an ordinary Class Representative rather then
being directly involved in the organisation of the programme like I was last year. I believe that
the experience that I gained at a grass roots level will help me in the New Year as I again work
on the issue of the Class Representative structure at Albany.
Satellite Magazine
Like Student Life, this is the third year that I have been involved with Satellite. Once again, due
to the increase in my Executive Committee commitments I have not been involved as much as
previous years. This year I have written a column for every issue, three letters, and a number
of features and reviews. I see Satellite Magazine as being a key asset in the promotion of the
Association in 2008.
Association Website
Due to the current Webmaster and former President, Matthew Evetts, going on his OE the
duties of updating the ASA website have fallen to myself and Nigel Green, ASA General
Manager. This has been both good and bad. The main advantage of this is the speed at which
we can update the website. However there have been numerous disadvantages of this set up.
The first is the time involved in updating the website detracts from time that can be spent on
other matters. The second is the way that the website was designed is very different to the
approach that I generally take which caused some headaches at the start.
In Semester Two I rebuilt the Association's website in order to combat some of the issues that
we were facing. This was a good success; however the issue of my own time constraints
continued to hinder the freshness of the website.
GOAL REVIEW
“Increase student involvement in the decision making process of the Association.”
This goal was always going to be hard to achieve. I would like to say that I have been
successful in taking more issues to the Executive Committee for decisions and in that way we
are engaging students more. As far as getting the general student body's opinion on issues; this
has been very tough. Apathy has been a huge continuing issue on campus. Not being able to
get quorum for the Annual General Meeting was a large indication that the majority of students
on this campus simply do not care about the ASA or the decisions that it makes, so engaging
disinterested students makes for a tough uphill battle.
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“Lead by Example.”
I would like to claim that I have achieved this. I am and have been passionate about being
involved in the grassroots and getting the grassroots involved.
“Ensure that the Albany Student Executive Committee remain a strong, honest,
accountable, close team with a good working relationship.”
This has been a tough goal to reach. I believe that the Executive Committee has been strong
when it has needed to be and has been honest and accountable throughout the year. As far as
a good working team goes this has been tough because of a lack of team building and team
building activities outside of the Executive Boardroom.
“Ensure that the general student body is well aware of the current activities of the
association.”
I believe that I have achieved this through ensuring that events are advertised in Satellite and
various other media.
“Make sure the Association remains accountable to students.”
I believe that this has been achieved by keeping the Executive Committee fully informed and
using various media to communicate with students.
“Get more students involved in the elections.”
We had around a 50% greater turnout then last year. This was an absolute success.
“To be approachable to students.”
I believe that I achieved this goal.
“Maintain good working relations with the University community.”
The fact that most members of senior staff know me by name indicates that I have achieved
this goal.
“Ensure training of 2008 ASEC members is professional.”
Achieved.
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“Ensure that the association remains a fun and happy place.”
Achieved; at least I think it has.
RECOMMENDATIONS

●

That Team Building events be held twice a semester, once before the start of the
Semester, and the second during the mid-Semester break;

●

That monthly General Executive Committee Reports be continued;

●

That Conference Workshops allocation is better explained before conference;

●

That we do not confirm flights and accommodation until after NZUSA confirm conference
dates;

●

That we use a local Auckland company for the manufacturing of Executive T-Shirts;

●

That the Association is better presented and advertised in Satellite Magazine. Maybe a
provided by ASA statement on the contents page;

●

That an Events Policy is developed;

●

That a Reporting Policy is developed; and

●

That Executive Committee training remains as two days. An induction day in November
and detailed training in January.

FINAL STATEMENT
The past year has had its hurdles, there have been highs and there have been lows, however I
believe at the end of the year both the Association and I have finished in a stronger position.
A big thank you to all the support that Nigel Green, ASA General Manager, has given to me,
especially during the period of absence of the President. Michael Wynd, ASA President. Michael,
you may have been away a lot but thank you for standing up and leading the organisation
when no one else was prepared to.
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To both Analiese Jackson and Lisa Haakma who have made fantastic stand-in Vice-Presidents
when I have needed support as acting-President. To all the staff - you are what make this
Association what it is, without you we would just be a bunch of students, literally. And finally to
the Executive; you all rock, thank you.
Brad Heap
Vice-President
November 2007
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ASIAN CULTURAL REPRESENTATIVE REPORT
The Asian Cultural Representative is responsible for maintaining cultural ties with the various
Asian communities represented by students enrolled at the campus and in the greater
environment. They are there to help provide support, facilitate forums for discussion of cultural,
spiritual, educational and recreational issues and work with Asian student groups to promote
integration, retention and to help meet their specific needs and wants.
INTRODUCTION
As the Asian Cultural Representative, this report seeks to cover my activities during 2007. Since
the role of Asian Cultural Representative is new in the Association, I set three broad objectives
at the beginning of the year: 1) To improve the communication with Asian students in the
campus, 2) encourage Asian students to participate in the Association’s activities, and 3) Assist
Asian students with merging into campus life. The outcome and progress on these objectives
was generally satisfying in the first semester and they remained as my objective for the second
semester.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Semester one:
The meetings were held weekly through the Semester, however since I have been away during
the holidays, I was not able to attend the meetings before the semester and during the
semester breaks. On the other hand, I have a perfect record for the meetings during the
semester period. The atmosphere and the discussions that were held were positive and
productive, and a lot of meaningful discussions and decisions were made, especially over larger
issues such as the closure of Evolution Bar and issues with Muslim prayer space.
Semester two:
I had a more pleasing standard of attendance at Executive meetings, except the very few ones
which I was forced to give up due to my heavy load of school work. Quite a number of serious
issues were raised during the meetings, and the changes of Executive members created quite a
change of atmosphere. Apart from reporting my duties, I also raised certain concerns of the
Asian group I represent on certain issues and regulation settings.
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COMMITTEE MEETINGS
I was appointed to participate in the International Students' Advisory Committee. In the first
meeting, there was a presentation by Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Professor John Raine. He brought
an update of international students’ statistics and status, and also the expectations and
arrangements made the University. I was able to bring forth the 1) Muslim prayer space, 2)
issues with accommodation, and 3) timetable clashes vs. alternative paper selection during the
meeting.
I participated in other meetings, but no major issues were raised.
CLUBS, SOCIETIES & VESTED INTEREST GROUPS
Semester one:
I attended the opening party/ceremony of the Chinese Students' Association and the Korean
Students' Association. During the two events, I showed the support and concerns of the ASA
towards the ethic associations, and promised the possible support the ASA may offer. As a
response, the Chinese Students' Association arranged a party before the semester break, and
there have been negotiations on upcoming events associated with the ASA.
Semester two:
I attended regular meetings of the Chinese Students' Association and helped arrange certain of
their events including the series of ‘2008 Beijing Olympic countdown’. I took part in the ‘walk
for Iraq’ fund raising walk, and helped on the video production. I also attended the Korean
Cultural Festival held in Auckland city, as a support to the Korean Students' Association who
took part. I took photos of most events I attended.
NZUSA JUNE/ JULY CONFERENCE
The June/July Conference offered me a great opportunity to meet and communicate with
Executive members from other associations. The greatest lesson I learnt was to ‘look at the
bigger picture’, as different students' associations would have different concerns and focuses,
and through communication I have learnt to adjust my goals and methods to bring a more
effective outcome to my role, it also improved the communication between our own ASA
Executive who attended the conference. I took photos too.
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ORIENTATION
The Orientation Festival was very successful on attracting students’ attention and promoting the
ASA. The giveaway bags were an extreme success, considering the influences and the amount
given away. Even though I was mainly serving in the free BBQ sessions, it was positive for me
throughout the semester as my face was recognized through my work on the days. “Dunking
the Exec.”, skiing shows, and the stage performances were also successful.
$9 BILLION STUDENT DEBT DAY
Even though I am not a PR (permanent resident) student and do not have direct relation to
student debts, I encouraged many Asian students who do have issues with student debts to
participate in the event, and I collected over 50 signatures from Asian students.
CULTURAL FESTIVAL
I was the major organiser of the ASA section in the Cultural Festival. I arranged free drinks fizzy drinks and Asian style drinks, snacks and fortune cookies. The response from the students
was positive, especially we were offering drinks (which is not provided in most other counters),
and we were offering them for free. The fortune cookies, with jokes, promotional slogans for
ASA, and Evolution bar vouchers inside, received a lot of good comments too.
MEN’S FESTIVAL
Since most of the organisation was done the day before the event, certain errors occurred,
though generally it achieved a positive outcome. I helped to set up the counter, and attended
the party - which was a great one indeed.
WOMENS’ FESTIVAL
The Women’s Festival had a very outstanding plan, though due to lack of support, some of the
events didn’t work out at last, though the ASA stand where we made cotton candy and
‘mocktails’ for female students, did attract attention.
ORIENTAL OBSESSION BALL
Apart from giving suggestions and support as an Asian (referring to the theme of the ball), I
played the violin at the door as a way to welcome the guests. The ball was generally a great
success, except the arrangement of the departure which was a bit mess, especially when no
organising staff were there to organise the very late bus.
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OPEN DAY
I participated in the Chinese student’s function of ‘count down to Beijing Olympics’.
PARTIES
I attended most parties in the Evolution Bar, and the atmosphere, attendance, people’s
reactions and comments were mostly positive. I took many photos indeed.
MOON CAKE FUNCTION
I arranged a special event of giving away moon cakes - a traditional food of the mid-Autumn
festival, and I had the three Asian cultural representative candidates to serve the cake, as
training for them, also to give them an introduction to see if they can handle their ASA duties.
Many students and lecturers showed great interest of the cake and the tradition of Chinese,
which was very positive.
RECOMMENDATIONS
There are still a number of students - especially international students - who do not know about
the functions of the ASA, or even the Executive members, and this could be improved through
better advertising of events and use of other promotional tools.
The ethnical student groups, e.g. the Chinese Student Association (MUCSA), are becoming
more and more mature and organised, and more connection and co-operation would benefit
both sides.
I would like to extend my thanks to all the Executive and Staff of the ASA for all their help and
assistance over the course of my term; I wish you all well for the future – I really enjoyed my
time working with you all.
Justin Yuen
Asian Cultural Representative
November 2007
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EDUCATION REPRESENTATIVE REPORT
The Education Representative is responsible for overseeing all matters involving student
education including the investigating, monitoring and reporting of education issues and services
on the Albany Campus. They oversee and coordinate the writing of the education policy of the
Albany Student Executive ; liaise with the student college and class representatives on issues of
education policy internal to the University; ensure that methods of assessment, student
workloads, the performance of University teaching staff and quality of courses are monitored;
and write submissions on educational issues.

INTRODUCTION
This year has been an amazing year, not only for me personally, but also as a member of the
Albany Students’ Association Inc. I have been able to learn a lot in the respect of the tertiary
education system and how Massey University Auckland is structured. As I was only elected as
the Education Representative after the start of the second semester this year, I have tried my
best to be up-and-running and also prepared for the year to come. After being elected for the
position, I set myself a range of objectives that I hoped to achieve and this report covers my
activities during the second Semester of 2007 in regards to my position and areas that I have
helped to support.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
I was able to attend all the Executive Committee meetings except one, due to an event I held
for mature students, which helped promote the Albany Students’ Association and also helped
the mature students feel satisfied with the services we offer to them, especially in a time of no
Mature Students’ Representative.
The Executive Committee meetings were held weekly through the second Semester. The main
issues that were relevant to my profile were the Class Representatives Training, Class
Representatives report and the Tertiary Education Commission reforms. Other areas of interest
to me were the Mature Students’ events and post-event analysis of the Winter Festival and
Annual Ball.
During these meetings, I believe I have acted professionally and for the best interest of the
students. I was fully involved with discussions around the Executive boardroom. I believe that I
achieved a lot this semester and am satisfied with my efforts, not only in my role, but with the
support of other representatives’.
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Obviously one of the key points next year will be the implementation of the Tertiary Education
Commission reforms and this needs the attention of most of the Executive. If we don’t get it
right the first time; it will be hard to fix.
COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Albany Academic Committee
Due to academic commitments and the lateness, and lack of information I was not been able to
attend the Albany Academic Committee.
Ball Sub-Committee
I was able to represent the students’ opinion for the annual ball on the Ball Sub-committee.
CONFERENCES
NZUSA Conference
I had just been elected onto the Executive team and found myself a few weeks later at the
NZUSA Conference for the first time. It was in the August holidays, which was a huge learning
curve for me. This conference was a great opportunity to get to know the student issues that
we face at a national and international level. It was also very interesting to hear from Steve
Maharey from the Labour Government; to hear his point of views and the government’s point of
view in regards to the tertiary sector. I was able to establish unique engagements with some
other associations and their presidents. However, one of the issues that was covered was the
Tertiary Education Commission reforms, the impact of which the Executive for 2008 will
continue to investigate.
SPECIAL PROJECTS
Most of my time this year was allocated to assisting the Advocacy Coordinator especially with
Lecturer of the Year and the support of the Class Representatives System. I also allocated a lot
of my time to the Campus Arts Coordinator and the Clubs’ Development Officer through
assisting with promotion, distribution of flyers, hosting events and taking photographs for the
Satellite Magazine.
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Class Representative System
A part of my portfolio was to effectively support the Class Representative System, which I
believe I have gone above and beyond for. I have spent a countless number of hours, in the
early stages of my term, helping Penny Lyall the Advocacy Coordinator, with the all the data
input of the students, making sure every detail was correct and ensuring contact we had as
many Class Representatives as possible.
I also helped immensely with the Class Representatives Training, which included the planning,
contacting the students and speaking at training. Throughout the semester I have been in
contact with a number of students, especially the Business School (as that is the same learning
area as mine). One of the biggest issues I found was around some lecturers’ accents. This issue
has been a very tricky and sensitive; however the students continue to speak out about this
issue, saying that they are paying to learn, and if they can’t learn from someone with a foreign
accent this is not good enough and that they should be able to understand their lecturers.
I also helped out a lot with the recognition of the Class Representatives by holding a Class
Representatives’ Award Ceremony. This again took a lot of time which included the planning,
data input, and implementation of the event. This event was rather successful and enjoyable
not only for those who received their awards, but for Penny and I. I later hosted the after-party
with the assistance of the ASA Bar Manager, Sikander Gore. All in all, I believe the Class
Representative system is a huge success and a huge part of the success belongs to Brad Heap
and Penny who took time out during the semester break last year to set up such a system.
Campus Arts Manager and Clubs’ Development Officer
I came onto the Executive after being a volunteer for the ASA Campus Arts Coordinator,
Bronwyn Porter, and Club’s Development Officer, Adele Adamson; I have continued my role to
support Bronwyn and Adele with nearly every event this year. I don’t know how many hours I
have done, but an example of my efforts would be the reflection of Winter Fest. I was at the
office, Bar and events every day from 7:30am right through to late at night after the completion
of the night events. Some other highlights would be the Tertiary Challenge, Indoor Soccer, and
Annual University Ball. With all the events I have helped out at this year I have also been able
to contribute photo’s of the events for the Satellite Magazine.
Business Student Group
I have also represented students’ opinions and helped out the Business Student Group, which is
continually helping to establish a relationship with the students and engage the community and
interact with the businesses in the Auckland area.
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Mature Students
With the difficulty of finding a replacement for the Mature Students Representative, there was
growing concern within the student body that Mature Students weren’t being represented very
well. There weren’t any events for them and that they felt that they were invisible to the Albany
Students’ Association. I joined with the Massey University Orientation Retention Coordinator, Jo
Wilkins to help set up some events. We only had two but these were very successful and the
Mature Students that attended really enjoyed themselves and would like to see such events in
the future.
General Executive Involvement
I have continued my efforts throughout other areas of the Albany Students Association which
has included the Annual General Meetings, several Special General Meetings, ‘Boys’ Night Out’,
Women’s’ Festival and preparation for next year’s Orientation. I have continued to support
these areas, taking photos at the events, helping set-up and also promoting the events, not
only on campus, but also at the Student Accommodation facilities that I have access to.
RECOMMENDATIONS
As the Educational Executive for 2008, I believe there needs to be an increase in the funding
for more Mature Students events as they are a very different and unique crowd with very
different needs and wants.
I would like to see an automated computer system for the students to sign up to be a Class
Representative. This would help the ASA Advocacy Coordinator especially with data input and
ensuring the accuracy of the information remains up-to-date. I would also like to see that she
has can set up her databases more effectively. An example would be to save time emailing all
of the students.
I have already set up regular meetings with the Advocacy Coordinator and the Student Learning
Centre (SLC) and other areas within the University to identify what the students need and how
we as their representatives can assist and help the students at the Auckland Campus.
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FINAL STATEMENT
Firstly I would like to thank all of the Albany Students’ Association Staff, without them it would
be very hard to have such a fantastic organisation that can help serve the students. Of course
Nigel Green, General Manager is a great source of information, Shauna Bergmann, Information
Officer in the Atrium office is again of great assistance, Penny Lyall who has spent many hours
alongside with me organising and helping assist the Class Representatives.
A special thanks to Bronwyn Porter, Adele Adamson, Melanie Jackson and Sikander Gore whose
company I have enjoyed through all the tough times and the good times running events and
helping each other improve the quality of our student lives.
To Dan Markham and the Technical editors of Satellite; thanks for your help and not being too
upset if I take way too many photos or even a disastrous photo for them to put into the
Satellite Magazine.
I would also like to send a Special thanks to Jo Wilkins and Dennis Viehland for their help,
guidance and support; without them, the Mature Students events would have been very difficult
to organise. I would also like to thank the NZ School of Music (NZSM) students for performing
at the recital, and another special thanks to the NZSM teaching staff for letting us attend the
recital as audience members at the event.
I have enjoyed my time serving the students this way and will continue to do so for the year to
come.
Rawa Karetai
Education Representative
November 2007
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ENVIRONMENTAL REPRESENTATIVE REPORT
The Environmental Representative is responsible for working on issues related to ensuring the
continuation and development of the natural environment on campus, that there is adequate
national liaison on environmental issues, and that in all areas of work of the Executive and
Association the preservation and protection of the environment are considered.
INTRODUCTION
As the Environmental Representative, this report seeks to cover what I have done over both
semesters in 2007. There were a number of goals I set out during the year. This report will
show how I achieved those goals and list my recommendations for next year.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
During semester Executive meetings were held every week, and I attended all but three; two
with apologies given. My opinion was given on a number of matters, including 2008 Orientation,
the provision of bar services on campus, and numerous other items. I believe I was a strong
voice on the committee, and actively contributed. It was a shame that we had such a high
turnover of Executive members, but things like that cannot be planned for.
COMMITTEE MEETINGS
My committee meetings were the place where I could get the most work done. I sat only on the
Massey University Albany Environmental Advisory Committee, which was not technically a
committee as it did not have formal terms of reference. We mainly worked on the committee’s
terms of reference and constitution, but other matters were frequently brought up, such as the
proposed Albany Senior High School and the effects it would have on traffic around the campus.
Organic composting was instigated on campus, with a bin on the East Precinct and one behind
the cafeteria. Recycling of plastics, metals and paper is still in the process, and will most likely
come into full effect over the summer or beginning of next year.
Election Sub-Committee
As I did not stand for 2008 elections, and instead volunteered to be part of the election subcommittee. I took votes on the first day, but due to illness was unable to be there for the next
two days. I was not involved in any by-elections or any semester one elections.
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CONFERENCES
NZUSA January Conference
I attended January Conference, with nine of my fellow Executive members. This event helped
me to bond with my fellow members and to make some great contacts from other universities.
Environmental Hui 6-9th April
The environmental Hui was good. It helped me to get in touch with other members of the
Executive and environmental groups. I met people from ‘Save Happy Valley’, which I had no
previous knowledge of, and believe it was a successful event. If it happens again, I would
recommend future Environmental representatives to attend.
CLUBS, SOCIEITES, & SPECIAL VESTED INTEREST GROUPS
I continued to solely run the Massey University Rugby Club, and was awarded the Council cup
for Achievement beyond the Call of Duty. Future goals for this club are to be recognised by
Massey University, and we hope to become an official University club or team.
SPECIAL PROJECTS
Special projects included recycling on campus, which I worked with the environmental
committee to achieve, composting, and carpooling. Carpooling ran much smoother in second
semester with no serious complaints. The most significant area of change was the initial signing
up of candidates. By holding it on two different days, and by sitting them down to wait, we
greatly reduced the amount of squabbling and pushing. It was a much greater success than
holding it on one day and having people fighting.
Orientation
Orientation was a huge success, we achieved mass branding and all of the events were very,
very successful. We all got the job done, and worked well as a team; the only issue was
probably the packing down at the end of the day.
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International Women’s Day
I helped our ASA Women’s Welfare Representative, Analiese Jackson, with the initial setup, but
had to attend class before the end of the day.
$9 Billion Debt Day
I helped Daniel Wilson, the ASA Political Representative set up for 9 Billion Dollar day, staffed
the barbeque, and talked to students about what the day meant to them. It was a well-run
event, the only issue being the weather.
Love Your Body Day
I helped Mark Dennis and Analiese Jackson our ASA Men’s and Women’s Welfare
Representatives to set up, was the only one there for a good period of time, handed out food
packs and staffed the stall, and the barbeque when the others arrived.
Cultural Day
I helped Justin Yuen, ASA Asian Cultural Representative, Juliana Ah Dar, ASA Pacific Island
Students’ Representative, and Katherine Oakley, ASA International Cultural Representative
operate the stand, met students and handed out the free things at the stall. Could have been a
bit better planned considering it was three of the Executive representative’s big day, but it went
off without a hitch.
Men’s Festival
This day was okay, I helped the Men’s Welfare Representative; Mark Dennis. I spent the entire
time in front of the barbeque, due to lack of other Executive members. Other than that, I think
the Men’s Welfare Representative did a good job, considering he had hardly any help.
Open Day
Open Day was not that great, the weather made turnout on the day a disaster, and the A.S.A
stand was not very well located, all in all a poor day for the University and the Association.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
•

Environmental Awareness Week should be changed to a day event, possibly a Friday with a
follow-up event that night at Evolution bar (or equivalent location). The date should also be
changed to coincide with the University’s Environmental Day; this will give the day twice as
much impact, and give the Environmental Representative far more support than currently
available;

•

Carpooling is getting much better organised, keeping the current system would be highly
recommended;

•

We should try to get closer to the other campuses in Auckland, together we could hold mass
events, and it would achieve much more than just A.S.A could on its own;

•

The AGM and SGMs have had extremely poor turnouts, there has to be a way of increasing
knowledge of these events, and actually getting people to want to turn up, this has been an
on-going problem and I think that it should be put before a Executive meeting to come up
with better ideas of attracting people, without the use of bribes;

•

For the Environmental Representative for 2008; stay in contact with the representatives
from other associations, they can provide you with valuable information, and have groups
set up to help them;

•

Push for double-sided printing, it will save paper, and costs for both students and the
University. I originally asked about this, but was informed we have to wait for the printers to
be changed, try and make sure this is the option that is at the top of the list;

•

Possibly look at creating an environmental group on campus, I am unsure how much
support they will get, but I am sure there will be some students out there willing to help out;

•

Another possibility would be to outline a plan for paid parking. Then use the revenue
generated to subsidise bus fares in order to promote public transport and alternate methods
to driving; and

•

Support and attend the committee meetings, these people are in a much greater position to
get change on campus, and this is where most of your achievements will come from.
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FINAL STATEMENT
I would just like to thank the entire Executive for a great year, and all staff for their hard work.
The Association can only get better, and I believe next year’s Executive will be very effective at
achieving this. Thanks to Brad, Reuben, Justin, Callum, Analiese, Juliana, Rawa, Nigel,
Bronwyn, Adele, Shauna, Sikander, Melanie, Mike, Danny and last but not least, Mark ‘carrot’
Dennis for always keeping my spirits up. I wish everyone the best for whatever their future
holds.
Peace out.
Daniel Holwerda
Environmental Representative 2007
November 2007
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GRADUATE STUDENTS’ REPRESENTATIVE
REPORT
This role is to help in the development of a support structure for Albany’s growing population of
post-graduate students. They monitor methods of assessment, student workloads, the
performance of teaching staff and the quality of courses on offer at Albany. They are there to
assist with grievances, provide training and support to post-graduate students and to ensure
that in all areas equitable conditions of teaching, assessment and study are provided.

INTRODUCTION
As the Graduate Students’ Representative, this report seeks to cover my activities during the
2007. Progress was made in a number of key areas and there were some issues that arose that
should be incorporated into the objectives and strategy for the Executive, and the Graduate
Students’ Representative going forward into 2008.
Background information:
A basic breakdown of post-graduate student figures at Massey University Auckland in 2007
shows the following:
Doctoral

188 (2006: 166)

Masters

602 (2006: 611)

Postgraduate Certificate

72

Postgraduate Diploma

836

With the Doctoral and Masters students being a key source of research – which is the bread
and butter of a University, it is clear that this is an area of vital importance. In order for our
University to further grow in reputation and influence; these students need to be given the best
opportunity to make the most of their time here.
This means from the perspective of the ASA, providing post-graduate students with
opportunities for networking – which helps in both a professional and personal context;
representation – ensuring that concerns, e.g. about facilities and resources, are raised and
following through to produce results.
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Executive Committee meetings were held weekly through the year, I was able to attend most
meetings with some exceptions where I had other University and networking related
commitments. During the year there were a range of issues discussed, as can be seen in the
minutes. My role at these meetings was essentially reporting on my activities, and voting on
various issues – generally contributing to sound governance and decision making, and
representation of the post-graduate students at the Auckland campus.
COMMITTEE MEETINGS

During the year I sat on the GSAC (Graduate Students Advisory Committee) and the ALAC
(Albany Library Advisory Committee). I attended a number of meetings in relation to these two
responsibilities.
Albany Library Advisory Committee (ALAC)
In attending the ALAC, I was able to learn more about the issues faced by the Library and the
development plans, as well as having the opportunity to put forward any issues on behalf of the
ASA. Unfortunately the final ALAC meeting for the year was deferred to early 2008, however I
was able to obtain access to the Librarian’s report which allowed me to understand the
operations of the Library and take these into consideration should any post-graduate issues
surrounding the Library arise.
Graduate Students Advisory Committee (GSAC)
The GSAC met on about a two-monthly basis; at this point in time this regularity is probably
appropriate – however in the medium to long-term, it may be appropriate to increase the
regularity of these meetings as the numbers of post-graduate students grows.
The GSAC meetings are extremely productive in terms of getting things done for post-graduate
students; examples of items discussed include post-grad access to campus, post-grad student
facilities, webCT issues, and workshops for PhD and Masters Students, social events, research
publishing checklists, among other things.
It is important that the power of this committee is realised so that post-graduate students are
aware that any issues they raise will be taken seriously, and that every effort will be made to
ensure that positive change occurs.
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CLUBS, SOCIETIES, & VESTED INTEREST GROUPS
Last year I was involved with the (BSG) Business Students Group, a group set up to allow
business students to organise events relevant to business and provide opportunities for
networking with local businesses and developing leadership skills. I continued my involvement
this year as a committee member, in this capacity I played an active role in organising events
and raising awareness for the BSG.
SPECIAL PROJECTS
A key achievement that occurred during the second semester was a breakthrough in PhD
student access. Through the GSAC we were able to reach a resolution, and now PhD students
will be granted access levels similar to that of staff – which means they will now have yearround access to labs, study space and other resources.
During the college welcomes at the beginning of the year I had the opportunity to liaise with
Orientation Retention Coordinator, Jo Wilkins and was able to give a brief talk on the BSG at the
College of Business welcome. I also had the chance to take aside a group of about 30
postgraduate students from the international welcome and I was able to tell them about the
ASA and the special facilities available to them such as the postgraduate study room and
computer rooms and gaining access to these resources.
I also took part in the Student Leadership Programme and took on a group of new first year
students as a “Uni.-guide” in both semester 1 and 2.
Orientation
During Orientation, I took full advantage of the opportunity to get involved and help out
virtually every day of the academic and ASA Orientation weeks. This provided a great
opportunity to get the ASA name out there, interact with and meet students as well as team
building within the Executive.
Orientation/Winter festival
During Winter festival, I took every opportunity to help out with setting up for the day events –
however due to work commitments I was only able to assist during the morning, however I do
feel I made the most of it, and assisted in promotion of ASA and events.
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Other events
Where possible, I assisted my fellow Executive with their events, this is something I feel was an
important duty in terms of working as a team, as well as promoting the ASA and contributing to
campus life.
Other
I was also involved in some relief tutorials, and worked throughout the year for the Department
of Commerce as an invigilator for tests – helping ensure the integrity of the qualifications at
Massey University.
Overall I believe it has been a productive semester and year, building on the good ground
covered in the first semester.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Going forward, the key recommendations and suggested objectives for the future Graduate
Students’ Representative (and to the Executive in general in regards to post-graduate students)
are as follows:
•

Ensure that at least one representative from the ASA is present at GSAC meetings;

•

Review the Post-Graduate facilities (the 2 computer labs and the study room);

•

Ensure that social events are organised at Orientation for Post-Graduate students (work
with the Retention Co-ordinator, and ASA Events Manager – possibly also the ASA Mature
Students’ Representative);

•

Organise more networking functions for Post-Graduate students;

•

Review the facilities and situation for Post-Graduate students at other universities;

•

Monitor the Post-Graduate student satisfaction survey results;

•

Take advantage of every opportunity to meet Post-Graduate students and place notices in
Post-Graduate areas about the ASA and representation of Post-Graduate students.

Callum Thomas
Graduate Students’ Representative
November 2007
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MEN’S WELFARE REPRESENTATIVE
REPORT
The Men’s Welfare Representatives is responsible for overseeing all matters involving men’s
student welfare including the investigating, monitoring and reporting of welfare issues and
services on the Auckland Campus; overseeing the coordination and writing of welfare policy of
the Albany Student Executive ; promoting, publicising and coordinating issues of men’s welfare
with other members of the Albany Student Executive and other students; coordinating the
organisation of activities relevant to their portfolio, such as theme weeks; acting as an
harassment contact person; and liaising with the Association’s Advocacy Coordinator over the
operation of the Student Assistance Programme on the Auckland campus.

INTRODUCTION
In this report I will outline all the activities and efforts that I have achieved or been a part of
during the year 2007 as Men’s Welfare Representative for the Albany Students’ Association Inc.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
The Executive Committee meetings were held on most weeks apart from a few exceptions due
to holidays and semester breaks. During the first half of the year I attended 11 full meetings
and one half meeting out of 14 meetings. During the second half of the year, I attended 13 out
of 15 meetings. All the meetings that I have attended I have made an effort to be involved in
all discussions and made a point of getting my voice across.
COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Out of the three committees that I am part of, Albany Harassment Advisory Committee,
Committee for People with Disabilities, and the Executive Health and Safety Advisory
Committee, only the Health and Safety Committee was held on a regular basis as the other two
committees meet on a need-be basis and were not been needed.
Out of the Health and Safety meetings that were held, I only attended one due to a problems
with the agenda not being sent to my email account and not being aware of the meetings being
held. But the meeting I did go to I found to be very informative and gave me good insight to
how health and safety issues are dealt with by the university and the meetings are a good place
to advise the University of any issues relevant to students and the campus community.
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After my attendance, this committee portfolio was passed on to the ASA Political
Representative, who resigned soon after.
CONFERENCES
I attended the first and main NZUSA conference in January 2007. The conference was very
useful to me personally to help me get started in the ASA, as this was my first year. One of the
highlights of the conference was the Men’s conference which was particularly useful to me as
the Men’s Welfare Representative; they discussed male violence, sexual health, mental health,
as well as drug and alcohol abuse.
I attended many other workshops that have given me knowledge that helped me with my work
throughout this year on the ASA
Apart from some time and organisational issues with the NZUSA conference, it was a success
and well worth attending.
SPECIAL PROJECTS
Muslim Prayer Space
Throughout the year I have been in contact with the students who use the Muslim Prayer
Space, and have offered any advice or support that I might have. At the beginning of the year,
the club space in the Atrium building was moved up the campus next to the Massemo Café and,
as the prayer space has been held within the clubs’ space that was also shifted and followed
the clubs’ space to the new location.
Orientation ‘007
Orientation was amazing and I hear it was the best ever on Massey Auckland. I attended all the
day activities barring one. I tried to attend all the night activities too, even with the lack of
sleep I pushed on through and it was an awesome time. I also attended the pub crawl and that
was fantastic.
Class Rep Training Day
I was there to help the ASA Advocacy Coordinator get all the Reps singed in and help with any
questions they had.
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$9 Billion Debt Day
I spent the day helping out on the BBQ’s and going around campus getting postcards signed to
send to Parliament.
No Diet/Love Your Body Day
I was in charge of this day, and I think it went really well. I got the nutritionists involved from
Health and Counselling, and provided them will healthy foods to give away such as whole grain
bread, fruit, milk, yogurt, and so on. Just to balance it out, we also got some ‘not so healthy’
foods to give away such as cakes, donuts, cream, and a big BBQ of Fatty pork and lamb ribs.
With the help of Bronwyn Porter, the ASA Campus Arts Coordinator, I prepared 80 free lunches
in brown paper bags with apples/oranges, fruit juice, chips and a small chocolate, to help
promote how important lunch is and to feed those students that often go without lunch.
Men’s Festival
This was my main day of the year for my portfolio and I feel it was a real success. Men’s
Festival was a day to celebrate the male sex and try and get useful information about men’s
health and sexual health out there. It consisted of a day event and a night event. The day
event was fully organised by me and run with the help of other Executive members who had
time free. The day even included a large BBQ, remote control cars free for the students use, a
quick reaction shocking game, free men magazine giveaways, a mechanical surfboard (that was
later also used in the Evolution bar that night), Maggie soup was also there giving away free
soup, and I had Family Planning there with their own stand giving away free contraceptives
(condoms) and giving advice and information on STD’s and STI’s.
The day even was much larger that I anticipated with the BBQ food being eaten by 12pm; even
so, people loved the event and had a great day.
The night event was mostly organised by the ASA Bar Manager, Sikander Gore. He organised a
removable basketball hoop, more R C cars and a show by 0800 pole girls. I stayed most of the
night to help make sure every thing ran smoothly and people were having a good time and
enjoying being men!
I attribute the success of the day event to good planning, although planning a week in advance
isn’t always enough, and it’s a shame that the bands that I had booked for the day didn’t even
turn up as I had planned.
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The Ball
Leading up to the ball night, I helped get the word out about the sale of the ball tickets and
what would be happening.
I attended the ball and found it was a great night out, I found no problems that night.
Elections for 2008 Executive
Leading up to the elections, I got out there and talked to students and encouraged them to
participate in the elections by making sure they voted and also finding out if they were keen to
run as Executive while telling them what being part of the ASA is about.
I feel I helped increase the number of voters and the number of students running in the
election.
Women’s Festival
Women’s festival was organised by the ASA Women’s Welfare Representative, and as cowelfare reps I worked closely with her right through the night, helping her set-up and helping
with the pub quiz.
Lecturer of the Year
I helped out with the lecturer of the year awards, helping with setting up and then later
catering for the lecturers and helping with the tidy-up at the end of the day. It was a massive
job so everyone involved was a big help.
RECOMMENDATIONS
• That team building is something that is held with high importance and that the members for
next year work as close as possible during events;
• Have more smaller team building events through the year, maybe even just lunches;
• Continue getting the ASA logo out there and recommend that the members wear their ASA
shirts/hoodies whenever an ASA event is on;
• Invite students and others involved in the university to come to Part One of the meetings to
get a better idea of what we do and how involved we really are in the campus community;
and
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• Give extra support to the new members of the ASEC on their events through the year and
guidance to where to go for help.
Mark Dennis
Men’s Welfare
November 2007
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PACIFIC ISLAND STUDENTS’
REPRESENTATIVE REPORT
The Pacific Island Students’ Representative is responsible for working with and representing the
needs of our Pacific Island Students. They are there to help provide support, facilitate forums
for discussion of P.I. issues and work with a variety of special interest groups representing the
views of a significant section of the campus community.
INTRODUCTION
This year has been a very challenging year for me, but very interesting, exciting and
adventurous as well. This report covers all activities that I as the Pacific Island Students’
Representative attended and was involved with during 2007.
In the beginning of the year I set and planned a range of goals and objectives that I had hoped
to achieve by the end of the First Semester. By setting these various objectives I also have to
identify areas or issues that are needed to change or improve during the Second Semester.
Overall I was very satisfied with my performance for the First Semester.
For the Second Semester, although there weren’t many activities as in the First Semester, I still
managed to participate and was involved with the Massey Albany Pacific Island Students’
Association a lot, and helping other Executive members with their events.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Semester One:
The Executive Committee meetings were held every Wednesday through the First Semester.
However, I wasn’t able to attend all the meetings due to school work, family matters and work,
but always gave my apologies if I was not able to make it. I think the most interesting and
significant issues that arose during the meetings are all included in Part Two. As for Part One, I
think that one interesting issue discussed was the reallocation of study space and the clubs’
space. To this point, I held a meeting specifically for Pacific Island Students and encouraged
them to use our own Pasifika Fale located at Building 70 on the Oteha Rohe precinct if they
need to relax and hang out with their friends or use that space for their studies.
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Semester Two:
The Executive Committee meetings were held every Tuesdays through the Second Semester.
However, due to work commitments and school work I wasn’t able to attend all the Executive
meetings. Despite that, my apologies were always sent in to the Vice-President. The Executive
members have to present their reports every 4 weeks; those reports were to update all the
Executive as to what each and one of us has done in the previous weeks.
Elections and matters regarding some of our Executive were of course some of the main issues
discussed this semester.
COMMITTEE MEETINGS
I represented the Students’ Association and Pacific Island Students on a few committees. These
included the International Students’ Advisory Committee and the Pacific Peoples’ Consultancy
Group.
I was able to attend one meeting along with other ASA Executive members, at the International
Students’ Advisory Committee. Most of the matters being discussed at the meetings were the
different ways to get more International Students’ on campus especially students from Asia,
Middle East, Europe and America. Unfortunately, we hadn’t enough time to present and discuss
the issues with ASA.
For the Second Semester, I wasn’t able to attend any meetings for International and Pacific
People Consultancy Group as it inconvenient clashed with my studies, work and family
commitments.
CONFERENCES
NZUSA Conference
I attended the NZUSA conference along with the other Executive members of ASA that was held
down in Victoria University on the 8th to the 10th of February.
Issues arose regarding Pacific Island students during the conference included, encouraging
formal structures for Pacific Island Clubs and Associations around NZ.
Asking NZUSA to keep us inform all the PI Representatives with issues regarding Pacific Island
and provide us with the outcome of the conference so that we would know what happened
during the conference. One other issue arose, is for one Executive member from NZUSA to
attend our National Fono held every year.
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I attended the NZUSA conference the second time along with the other Executive members of
ASA that was held down at Palmerston North on September. Issues and Recommendations
discussed in our Pacific Island Fono were all being passed and moved during this conference.
P.I. Fono
I had the opportunity to represent MAPISA and ASA at the Pacific Island Fono held at Auckland
University for 3 days on July together with our MAPISA president Fa’aoso Setu. For those three
days, we had a lot of debates, sharing ideas about various issues regarding the Pacific Island
students nationwide. The whole report from the Pacific Island Fono has already been emailed to
our ASA President, Michael Wynd, and to the rest of the MAPISA and PI staff members.
Pacifica at Massey
The last conference I attended was the Pacifica at Massey staff and students Conference held
up here at our campus on November 22nd and 23rd. All delegates were from Palmerston North,
Wellington and Albany campuses and we also launched our first Pasefika@Massey Strategy.
CLUBS, SOCIETIES OR VESTED INTEREST GROUPS
During the First Semester, I was privileged to participate and get involved with all the
preparations for our Pacific Island Graduation ceremony held in the AT Round room. With the
help and support from MAPISA (Massey Albany Pacific Island Students’ Association) the staff
members and ASA we wouldn’t be able to have a successful event on that night.
I also attended the Polynesian Festival held at Manukau. MAPISA were the representatives from
Massey and we were able to give out Massey Bags, Frisbees, and brochures. It was a very
exciting, interesting and successful event with the help and participation from the majority of
our Pacific Island students.
During the Women’s Week, I assisted the Women’s Welfare Representative, Analiese Jackson
with her event by giving out pamphlets and setting up the marquee and by also encouraging
our Pacific Island women to attend the social event during the evening. Turnout wasn’t bad,
compared to last year, and we still managed to give out most of the stuff during the daytime.
On the Diet Day, I helped out both the Men’s Welfare Representative, Mark Dennis and Analiese
set-up and organise the marquees, doing the shopping and giving our pamphlets.
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During the Culture Day, I helped out the ASA International Cultural Representative, Katherine
Oakley and Asian Cultural Representative, Justin Yuen to put down what we needed to get and
buy during that event. At the same time, I also helped out MAPISA with organising and
managing their stall and as a consequence assisted MAPISA to win the 2nd prize during the
Culture Day.
Throughout the whole of the Second Semester, I was mainly involved with MAPISA. We had our
meetings every two weeks on Wednesday, where we had our BBQ over at our Pasifika fale in
Building 70 and had the chance to socialise with our staff members and other Pacific Island
students. Then on the other Wednesdays, we had our social activity which were our volleyball
games at the Gym. We were registered to play in a volleyball competition hosted by Massey
University, unfortunately there were only two teams registered, MAPISA and the staff and other
students. So we just had friendly games with the staff members.
I also attended Open Day held on our campus. MAPISA was there too, helping decorate our
stall and was a Uni-guide for the students from various high schools from South Auckland. We
managed to give out Pasefika@Massey bags, brochures and had the chance to talk to the
students.
As the reward for working hard this year, MAPISA won the Inaugural Contribution to Massey
University Community Award of the year. During this year, we also won the best new active
club of the year.
And finally, MAPISA had its end of year party on November 15th, over at Evolution bar; families
and friends came over and we all had a great time together.
FINAL STATEMENT
I would like to acknowledge the hard work of the ASA Executive members for this year. Well
done. I would like to thank Michael and Brad for their hard work and for being there for us
when we needed them. Thanks again.
I would also like to say thank you to the 2007 Executive members. Thank you for your support
throughout this year. I have learnt a lot of good things from you guys. I wish you all the best
for your future endeavours.
I would not forget also the support and help from Nigel Green our Manager. Thank you for
being there for the MAPISA and helping me understand most of the things regarding my role as
the Pacific Island Representative, especially for handling our financial matters.
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I also would like to acknowledge the assistance and the support from our Pasifika staff
members. To our Director, Professor Sitaleki Finau, Azima, Sione Tuitahi, Tevita, and especially
to Surava Elaisa our Pacific Island Student adviser; thank you all for your support.
Finally, I would like to say from the bottom of my heart, I thank you MAPISA for giving me your
trust to represent you on the ASA for this year 2007. You were always there for me, without
you guys, I wouldn’t be able to continue on with the role. Your hard work has been rewarded
by the end of this year when we won the Best Club Award. Congratulations and well done.
Thanks to the Executive members, Fa’aoso, Nite, Alisi, Saia, Asena and Voni. You have played a
major role in helping me with MAPISA.
I wish you all the best in the future.
May God Bless and thank you.
Juliana Ah Dar
Pacific Island Student’s Representative
November 2007
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SOCIAL ACTIVITIES REPRESENTATIVE
REPORT
The Social Activities Representative works on issues related to student life at local and national
level and on campus to ensure that in other areas of work of the Executive and Association
there is recognition of students’ wants and needs as they apply to social life on campus. This
position works on issues related to student life on campus to ensure that social activities are
provided to members regularly by Massey University and the Association in order to increase
student retention and improve campus culture.
INTRODUCTION
This report is written to give a summarised account of the work that was carried out by me for
the ASA and also a perspective on the events and activities carried out during 2007. This report
will also cover my various involvements on committees as well as my recommendations for
2008.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
I attended all Executive committee meetings held weekly; this is evident from my attendance. I
have attended 14 out of 15 meetings and regularly contributed to all meetings. One of the most
significant issues that arose in the meetings during Semester 2, in my opinion, would be the
funding for Orientation 2008 as well as the activities and events in plan for Orientation 2008.
The other significant issue that arose was the resignation of the ASA President Michael Wynd.
Overall I felt the meetings were carried out effectively and fellow Executive members seemed to
make a much better contribution in meetings, which could be due to being more familiar with
their roles as well as the overall functioning of the ASA.
During Semester One I tried my best to attend all meetings and this is evident from my
attendance record of 80% during Semester one. I found it of great importance to be at
Executive meetings to deal with student issues as they arose.
COMMITTEE MEETINGS
I sat on the Recreation Centre Management Board. I was able to attend all the committee
meetings and good progress was made. I was able to support the Vice-President in the
meetings and report back to the Executive on the developments from the committee meetings.
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I also sat on the Ball Committee which helped with the planning, setup and pack down of the
Oriental Obsession Ball.
CONFERENCES
I attended one NZUSA conference; being the first conference held in Wellington in the month of
February.
NZUSA February Conference
The NZUSA conference was thoroughly a great experience. It gave me a good insight into the
workings of the NZUSA and student politics on a national level. I felt I contributed well during
the conference. I felt that I also networked a fair bit during conference and met student leaders
holding various portfolios. Although the topics in the conference didn’t directly relate to my role,
I was still able to grasp a good amount of information and learn various issues and aspects
associated with student life.
CLUBS, SOCIETIES OR VESTED INTEREST GROUPS
Massey University Christian Fellowship (MUCF)
This is my 3rd year of involvement with MUCF. Although I haven’t been as active as I have in
my 1st year due to the many commitments I currently have, I still have been able to contribute
to the group and attend when possible. I also held the Vice-President role in the group for the
2007 year.
Massey University Football Club (MUCF)
I was able to setup the Massey University Football Club this year along with MUCF VicePresident Salam Arif, and held the role of President. The club had great success this year
having organised a good indoor soccer tournament for the entire second semester. Club
memberships grew, and the club obtained funding for Uni. Games 08’ and equipment which wa
a big positive for 2008.
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Satellite Magazine
This is my first year of being involved with the Satellite Magazine. I had a regular column ‘Wat’s
the Haps?’ for the entire year and didn’t miss an edition. Wat’s the Haps was a regular column
that contained a brief preview of upcoming social and bar events and reviews of social events
and bar events that had already happened. I felt the column increased promotion of events and
allowed students to have a better knowledge of what is actually happening around with regards
to the social side of university life.
EXECUTIVE EVENTS AND SPECIAL PROJECTS
I have pretty much attended and was a part of a majority of the events and bar events on
campus. I helped at a majority of the events, be it promotions, setup or just a general hand
during the events itself. I thoroughly enjoyed being a part of it all as well as the varied
experiences.
Orientation 2007
Orientation Semester One was a great success. It was definitely one of the biggest Orientations
we have put on. Every day was big in its own right and there was a lot of positive feedback
post-Orientation. I felt the Executive did really well in promoting and getting out there among
students.
Orientation Semester Two (Winter Festival) was also good, although O-week Semester One
definitely overshadowed it, and it didn’t have that big an impact. Unfortunately the rain on
some days didn’t help either. The Comedy night and Pub Crawl were a big success and a sellout.
International Women’s Day
I was unfortunately not able to help our ASA Women’s Welfare Representative during the day
event due to lecture commitments; however I was able to help with the pack down of the
marquee, and barbecue post event. I was also there to help during the night event.
$9 Billion Debt Day
I was there to help my fellow Executive during this day. Despite the poor weather, we still had
a decent student turn-out. I helped in promoting the day among students in the Atrium and
around the campus.
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Cultural Day
I was there to set-up the ASA stall and help staff the stall along with other Executive and
helped the ASA Asian Cultural Representative, Justin Yuen purchase the items for our stall.
Overall it was a good success with good promotion among students.
No Diet, Love Your Body Day
I helped the ASA Men’s Welfare Representative, Mark Dennis purchase and transport the items
for the barbecue and actively promoted the day in the ASA marquee. I helped give out the
packed lunch bags as well. This day was a great success with a good turn-out and the lunch
bags cleared out very quickly.
Wednesday Lunchtime Events
The whole year lacked consistency for the Wednesday lunchtime events, events were irregular
and the rain constantly forced a change in plans.
Evolution Bar
I was able to contribute to the set-up, ideas and promotions for events regularly throughout the
year for the Evolution Bar. Student turn-out increased and remained at a good consistent level.
Bar events were a lot more successful and feedback was positive.
Men’s Festival
I was able to attend the second half of the day event and helped with pack-down and was able
to promote the night event which was a great success.
Women’s Festival
I was able to attend the day event and helped out the ASA Women’s Welfare Representative
give out chocolate to the students and helped promote the day. I was unable to attend the
night event due to commitments.
Oriental Obsession Ball
I was on the Ball committee which helped with the planning, set-up and pack-down of the ball.
The ball was good and I enjoyed it.
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Class Rep Training Day
Although I am not involved with the Class Representatives, I was there along with other
Executive on the Class Rep Training Day to help out with sign-ups and directing students. I was
also active in promoting the ASA among students.
RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE OBJECTIVES
Goal Review:
•

I managed to achieve and increase and a consistent student turnout to bar events;

•

I managed to achieve an increase in promotions;

•

I achieved an increase in the number of events and variety;

•

I achieved being available to students and gaining regular feedback and input from
students; and

•

I achieved the level of professionalism for events.

Recommendations:
•

Work on ways to build a social atmosphere on campus;

•

Consistent Wednesday lunchtime events and activities;

•

Continue with the effective promotion of the ASA and its services among the students;

•

Consistent Team Building activities, held at a regularly every 2-3 months, which would be
more effective towards building a more cohesive Executive;

•

Involve more students with the general events and activities of the ASA; and

•

Carry out work professionally.

FINAL STATEMENT
This year had been one of my highlights in my life. Being involved with the ASA has been a
tremendous experience. I can say I have been thoroughly seen a great part of University life. I
have learnt and experienced a lot. Big thanks to all the fellow Executive members and Staff on
the ASA that helped me grow as a person. I would like to think I have helped the Association a
lot and it has been fantastic to see the Executive work together through all the tough times and
bring the Association the status and recognition it holds now among students.
Reuben George Verghese
Social Activities Representative
November 2007
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WOMEN’S WELFARE REPRESENTATIVE
REPORT
The Women’s Welfare Representatives is responsible for overseeing all matters involving
women’s student welfare including the investigating, monitoring and reporting of welfare issues
and services on the Auckland Campus; overseeing the coordination and writing of welfare
policy of the Albany Student Executive ; promoting, publicising and coordinating issues of
women’s welfare with other members of the Albany Student Executive and other students;
coordinating the organisation of activities relevant to their portfolio, such as theme weeks;
acting as an harassment contact person; and liaising with the Association’s Advocacy
Coordinator over the operation of the Student Assistance Programme on the Auckland campus.
INTRODUCTION
As the Women’s Welfare Representative (and the Acting Vice-President) for the Albany
Students’ Association for 2007, I have been a strong advocate of not only women’s welfare but
students rights on campus. Whilst it may be arguable that my commitments as Acting VicePresident may have limited my capacity to perform both jobs to their utmost potential, I believe
that I have been an integral part to the running of the student Executive this year.
This report seeks to give a comprehensive outline of my activities as both the Women’s Welfare
Rep. and the Acting VP. It also aims to outline successful events that I have participated in and
potential areas of improvement for incoming Executive members to consider for 2008.
COMMITTEES
Executive Committee Meetings
As of the 17th November, I missed all but two Executive meetings. I missed the meeting held on
the 2nd May due to an event that I felt was important for me to attend, and the meeting on the
4th July due to visiting my parents who live overseas. I have actively participated in all of the
meetings I have attended and have also taken minutes for a number of Executive Committee
meetings both in my capacity as Acting VP and voluntarily outside of my Executive position as
Women’s Welfare Representative. I feel as though I have contributed relevant information to
any group discussion in which I felt strongly about.
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General Meetings
Due to having a class scheduled over the compulsory lunch break on a Wednesday (and due to
the fact that marks for this particular paper were awarded for attendance) in the second
semester, I was not able to attend as many SGMs as I would have liked to. However, I did miss
class for the AGM, which failed to reach quorum and was therefore cancelled. I set up tables
with refreshments and attempted to herd students into the Atrium Round Room.
Other Committees
Originally, I was to have sat on three committees: the Albany Harassment Advisory Committee;
the Committee for People with Disabilities, and the Executive Heath and Safety Advisory
Committee, however due to extenuating circumstances I did not sit in on any of these meetings
this year. The Albany Harassment Advisory Committee only had one meeting this year to
provide harassment training which, due to the nature of my employment (Massey Albany
Disabilities Services), I was unable to take time off without this directly affecting students, so I
replied that I was unable to attend this event. I was not contacted by this committee after this
date (23rd May). The Committee for People with Disabilities was a particular passion of the
President, so I allowed him to sit on this committee instead, and I do not believe they have had
any meetings since the former President’s departure. As I already work in the Department of
Disabilities at Massey as my part time job, I feel I already had a firm grasp on the issues facing
these students and was easily contactable by the Disabilities committee should any emergency
have arisen.
I did turn up for one meeting of the Executive Heath and Safety Advisory Committee, only to be
told that there was only room for one member of our Executive on the committee. Daniel
Wilson took this position until he left the Executive. His duties were then delegated to Mark
Dennis.
Election Sub-committee
I was on the election sub-committee, which organised the events around the 2008 ASA student
election. I ensured the fairness of the democratic process, informed candidates of upcoming
events, wrote politically impartial articles for Satellite on the upcoming election and distributed
flyers on the event. I also contributed by being a polling booth supervisor and worked long
hours convincing people to vote. Most notably, I organised and MC’ed the Election debate
between our presidential candidates with assistance from the Asian Cultural Representative and
the Environmental Representative. As I wrote in my VP column in Satellite, this was a great
success as the voter turnout stats increased by 8%.
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Next time though, I would ensure that the candidates were called on the night that the votes
were counted in order to inform them of their success or failure as opposed to assuming that
everyone knew these results were being posted online. I attempted to do this after being
alerted to the fact that some people were waiting for a phone call, however halfway through
the list, my home phone ran out of batteries and died (as it is old and unreliable). In order to
ensure professionalism, these phones calls would be best done from the office.
CONFERENCES
This year I attended all three conferences run by NZUSA as well as all three Tertiary Women’s
Focus Group (TWFG) conferences. The first conference, held in February at both universities in
Wellington was really good training for the basic guide for what it means to be involved in
student politics. The second conference (June/July) held in Lincoln was especially interesting
because I was acting as a chief delegate and was able to see what various other associations
had achieved in the year thus far. The third conference (September) held in Palmerston North
was a good wind-up for the work done by NZUSA in 2007. I particularly enjoyed the TWFG
conference held in Palmerston North, as it covered a wide range of real issues facing women
students with a practical approach to discussing the issues raised.
All three of these conferences were greatly beneficial for a number of reasons. Firstly, I grasped
a thorough understanding of how NZUSA works and its democratic processes. I met lots of
people who do the same, or similar jobs as myself at their respective institutions, and got their
contact details to collaborate ideas for later on the year. I learnt all about campaigns ran by
people all across the country to support the needs of women, and learnt of the importance of
organisation. Most importantly though, it gave me a greater understanding of what is required
of me as Women’s Welfare Representative at Massey Albany. As National Women’s Rights
Officer for 2008, I have found these conferences to be a great basis for how I intend to run the
TWFG conferences next year.
CAMPUS ARTS EVENTS
Orientation
As I outlined in my mid-year report, I was a very active member during Orientation week. I
befriended the barbeque and folded many a paper napkin, ready for our hungry students to get
a feed at the ASA tent! I took charge of the “Dunk the Exec” event and was at every single day
event, where I divided my time between staffing the tent and mingling with new students;
introducing them to what ASA had to offer them. I also turned up to several night events,
assisting with the setting up of the Mature Students’ Garden Party and attended Comedy Night,
Hypnotist Night and the Slippery When Wet party.
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Winterfest
I turned up to Winterfest for four days and assisted with staffing the tent, folding napkins
(again!), running the barbeque and chatting to both new and returning students. I also
attended some Winterfest night events, such as the Comedy Night (which I thoroughly enjoyed)
and the Wild Wild West party.
I would advise that there needs to be more of a structure regarding the ‘chain of command’ for
Orientation events, and that the Vice-President or President ensure that they are constantly
talking to both the Executive and the Campus Arts Coordinator in order to ensure everyone is
happy and aware of which duties fall in the lines of obligation and which ones are voluntary for
each party.
The Ball
I attended the ball and acted in the capacity of Vice-President, assisting the President with the
‘meet and greet’ of the guests. This night was really well-organised, the venue was well
selected and all those who I spoke to at the event told me that they were having a good time.
It was an extremely enjoyable night!
SPECIAL PROJECTS
Semester One:
The activities I oversaw in Semester One were:
• International Women’s Day; and
• No Diet (Love your Body) Day.
I was also heavily involved in:
• 9 Billion Dollar Debt Day; and
• International Day.
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Semester Two:
Thursdays in Black (TIB) National Day of Action (Splash, Don’t Bash!)
Initially, Thursdays in Black National Day of Action was to be held on March 29th. No
communication from TWFG in conjunction with the fact that $9 Billion Dollar Debt Day was the
day before meant that the TWFG changed the date of this event to the 10th May. As the
promotional material was only sent out to the Women’s Welfare Representatives from all the
Universities the night before, I decided to further delay the event until Thursday, 19th, July (to
fit in with Winterfest) . In preparation for this event, I ordered every Executive member a
Thursdays in Black T-shirt, which they received at the ASA Exec. Meeting held on the 9th May.
Held in conjunction with the Winterfest activities, the main theme of the event was “Splash,
Don’t Bash”, a competition that incorporated students from all different areas of the university
who competed to paint a picture of hope that promotes the message of Thursdays In Black, an
anti-hate, anti-violence (particularly domestic violence) campaign. This creative way of getting
the message out there encouraged students to get involved and worked quite successfully to
promote Thursdays in Black.
One thing to note was that on the same day, the Campus Arts Coordinator had hired an
inflatable boxing ring, which I thought contradicted the anti-violence message. Although we
ended up having a good laugh about it, perhaps next event it would be smart to double-check
what else is being hired on the day of the event.
Men’s Festival
This event was one of the highlights of the year for me! I assisted setting up the event and
publicised it by walking round campus, and directing young men towards the picture of
indecently dressed women (I suppose, in my role, I should have objected, but this was all in the
name of fun!).
Women’s Festival
As part of my role, one of the major events to organise was Women’s Week (or Women’s
Festival). This event was run to reasonable success; however there are several areas I would
highlight in order to have a better event the following year.
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•

Day events

The day events consisted of dressing male Executive members in bowties giving out candy and
making free ‘mocktails’, whist promoting Thursdays in Black on our campus. We were also
assisted by 321 Fun, FPA and Maggi in giving out free stuff, however due to both bad weather
and student apathy, the turnout to the day event was not as I had hoped. I would have liked to
have given out more freebies, however despite the fact that I had asked the Advertising
Manager several months in advance to organise this out for me, it was a little too late to rectify
the situation when I realised three weeks out that no one had done anything about it. I would
strongly recommend that the next Women’s Welfare Representative be persistent in reminding
those who tasks have been delegated to complete their jobs.
•

Night Event

I was very pleased with the success of the ‘Battle of the Sexes’ Pub quiz, which was a last
minute idea. Originally, I had planned to hold a ‘Bling’ party at Evolution Bar; however it was
not until two weeks out, that the Campus Arts Coordinator informed me that this plan had fallen
through. The pub quiz had a really good turnout for a ‘Women’s-oriented’ night event – over 40
people turned up to compete and win great prizes. More publicity would ensure that this truly
was a great event, and I strongly recommend continuing with this, even if it is not the main
night event.
I also did a write-up for Satellite on this event, which was published the week after the event. I
would strongly recommend that the Women’s Welfare Representative did not try and juggle this
event with also assisting with the election sub-committee, as I tried to.
Moon Cake Festival
I assisted with setting up the stall, hanging up lanterns, preparing the Mooncakes and handing
them out to students. This was a really well-run event and my only recommendations would be
to play some music to create a festive ambience and to not order the Durian flavoured
Mooncake!
Examination Invigilator Training
Although this was not strictly part of my ASA duties, I attended the Examination Invigilator
training day, and reported back to the Executive members on changes to the examination
guidelines so that they in turn could inform students prior to attending the exams. It would be
interesting to see if potentially the Education Rep or Vice-President could attend this event
(unpaid) in order to be aware of structural changes to exam procedures.
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FEDEX
I also attended the October FEDEX in Wellington alongside Brad Heap (President-Elect).
Although I didn’t have speaking rights at that meeting, it was very interesting to see the
procedure involved in a national meeting and I have taken this on board.
FINAL STATEMENT
2007 has been a hectic year for the ASA Executive, given both the constant external changes
(most notably the bar negotiations) and internal changes (the constant turnover of Executive
and the resignation of the President). Personally, this semester has been busy for me as I have
had to learn how to juggle both my role as Women’s Welfare Representative and Acting VicePresident, as I was determined to succeed at both roles. Women’s Festival may have been
compromised slightly by my taking on the Acting VP role, however I strongly believe I have
given my all to the ASA, and have done so with determination and conviction. Although I am
aware that some people may have misconstrued my sense of humour as cynicism and being too
laid back about things, I can safely say I feel as though I contributed a lot to the positive
dynamics of the Executive.
As Women’s Welfare Representative, I have learnt a lot, not only about meetings and
procedures, but also about group dynamics, the Women’s Suffrage movement and the
challenges that we must each overcome in order to work together. Without sounding like a
Hallmark card, I think each of us bought something really special to the Executive. Thank you
all so much for your support this year and to those of you who I will work with through my new
role next year, I say to you that I cannot wait until January conference! Bring it on!
I also want to say a thank you to Nigel Green for helping me out a lot during the second
semester – it definitely was appreciated! Also, a big thank you to Penny Lyall and Daniel
Markham, who both do an awesome job at their respective roles; I wish them all the best for
next year.
And finally, I say to the Exec: Don’t forget to take photos!
Analiese Jackson
Women’s Welfare Representative
November 2007
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